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ABSTRACT 
Flooding due to extreme rain events in urban environments is a major problem and a growing concern. 
When drainage water systems stops responding to rain events demands and taking in account that the 
reduction of the natural retention capacity is decreasing every day, flooding is inevitable. Consequences 
can be highly severe for people, buildings and environment, therefore new solutions for flooding 
consequences mitigation must be studied and applied.  
Buddinge is an area located in the municipality of Gladsaxe, northwest from Copenhagen, the capital of 
Denmark, affected in the past few years by severe problems due to floods at low points of the town. This 
lead to an engineering project aimed to mitigate the situation in sustainable terms. 
This thesis approach the Buddinge storm water systems project as a case study for the evaluation of the 
new drainage solutions. The area was modeled with Mike Urban software and some solutions were 
analysed and compared in order to smooth the peak discharge flow and to mitigate the existing flooding 
consequences. 
The results showed that the implementation of sustainable solutions, such as green roads, cloudburst 
roads, central delay lands and LIDA’s, connected with the traditional urban drainage solution improved 
the drainage system of Buddinge, smoothing the peak discharge flow and contributing for a greener and 
bluer city. With the proposed final solution, Buddinge Train Station, one of the most critical areas will 
not be flooded. 
 
KEY WORDS: Urban drainage, Mike Urban, modelling, flooding, drainage solutions, sustainability 
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RESUMÉ 
Oversvømmelser forårsaget af ekstrem nedbør i de urbane områder er et stort og voksende problem.  
I takt med at eksisterende afløbssystemerne ikke kan håndtere de kraftige regnhændelser, og at den 
naturlige kapacitet i byområder generelt reduceres, er oversvømmelser uundgåelige.  Konsekvenserne 
for mennesker, bygninger og miljøet kan være alvorlige. Nye løsninger for skybrudshåndtering bør 
derfor blive studeret og anvendt. 
Buddinge, et område i Gladsaxe kommune nordvest for København, Danmarks hovedstad, har i de sidste 
år haft problemer med oversvømmelser i lavområder i området. 
Projektet i Buddinge er case studie for denne afhandling, hvor nye dræn systemer vil blive undersøgt og 
modelleret ved hjælp af software løsningen Mike Urban, og efterfølgende analyseret for at belyse 
hvilken løsning, der kan afhjælpe peak udledningstrømmen og dermed afhjælpe de nuværende 
konsekvenser af oversvømmelser.  
NØGLEORD: urban dræning, Mike Urban, simulering, oversvømmelse, dræningsløsninger, 
bæredygtighed 
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RESUMO 
As cheias devidas a fenómenos extremos naturais em ambientes urbanos são um problema e uma 
preocupação crescente nos dias de hoje. 
Quando os sistemas de drenagem de águas pluviais, em sistemas separativos, deixam de conseguir 
responder aos fenómenos extremos, e tendo em conta que a capacidade de retenção natural está a 
diminuir a cada dia, as cheias são inevitáveis. As consequências podem ser bastante graves para as 
pessoas, edifícios e meio ambiente, o que leva a que novas soluções para a mitigação das consequências 
das cheias sejam estudadas e aplicadas. 
Buddinge é uma área localizada no município de Gladsaxe, a noroeste de Copenhaga, capital da 
Dinamarca, afetada nos últimos anos por graves problemas decorrentes de inundações em pontos baixos 
da localidade. Tal facto levou ao desenvolvimento de um projeto de engenharia com o intuito de mitigar 
as consequências, em termos sustentáveis. 
Esta dissertação aborda o projeto do sistema de drenagem de águas pluviais de Buddinge como o estudo 
de caso para a avaliação de novas soluções de drenagem. A área foi modelada com o auxílio do software 
Mike Urban e algumas soluções foram analisadas e comparadas de modo a reduzir o caudal de ponta de 
cheia e mitigar as consequências das cheias. 
Os resultados mostraram que com a implementação das soluções sustentáveis, como as green roads, 
cloudburst roads, central delay lands e as LIDA’s, em conexão com a solução tradicional de drenagem 
urbana, melhorou o sistema de drenagem urbana de Buddinge, reduzindo o caudal de pico de cheia e 
contribuindo para uma cidade mais verde. Com a solução final proposta, a estação de comboios de 
Buddinge, um dos pontos mais críticos da área de estudo, não apresentará inundações. 
 
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: drenagem urbana, Mike Urban, cheias, soluções de drenagem, sustentabilidade 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
By 2015, the world is expected to have an urban population of nearly 4 billion people (DHI, 2014b). 
The increase in population rises the challenge for urban water management. The infrastructure networks 
are expanding every day. Consequently, it has become crucial to manage water environments efficiently 
within cities – today and in the future.  
In the biggest cities, flooding and climate changes are becoming a very concerning problem. They are 
new topics of urban planning, urban water planning and climate change adaptation that have been 
included in the agenda of offices almost globally. It is important that cities are prepared for different 
kind of events they are not used to. The associated risks like economic losses, risks of human life losses 
and problems in the environment are very severe, so it is important to minimize them. 
In the past few years significant change in the observed heavy rainfall in Northern and Central Europe 
has been detected (GREGERSEN, et al., 2014). The attention on climate change and its potential impacts 
on important hydrologic variables increased in recent years, especially with the more frequent flooding 
happening in Europe within the last decade. However, the observed change should not be seen as a result 
only based on climate change. The magnitude and statistical significance of a trend can be very sensitive 
regarding the length of the data series and the analysed period (GREGERSEN, et al., 2014). 
In recent years, Denmark has experienced an increase in the intensity of precipitation which can lead to 
a rise of storm water runoff. Without the proper and efficient drainage equipment, many combined sewer 
systems may become overloaded. During an extreme rain event, only a limited portion of the rain is 
gathered by the existing storm water system or has time to infiltrate. The remaining runoff will stay on 
the surface and will most likely cause floods. The continuous reduction in the natural retention capacity 
of catchments due to the increase of pavement areas in the biggest cities plays a significant role. 
It is then of major interest to find mitigation measures for the flood consequences. The increasing of the 
capacity of sewer systems requires large investments that can be reduced by trying to handle as much 
of the rain water volume on the surface as possible. New sustainable solutions are getting more attention 
every day in cities like Copenhagen. Recreational areas, lakes and parks are solutions that are being 
applied since some years ago, and they keep being improved. 
An urban storm water design requires a considerable amount of calculations and verifications in order 
to make sure everything is working as it should without any breakdowns in the system. Therefore, 
modelling softwares are often used to model new situations that could happen in reality and see how the 
system responds. In this way, with the possibility of a comparison between different design scenarios, 
final decisions can be made based on the sensibility given by the software of how it would work in 
reality. 
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1.1. PURPOSE 
Buddinge is a town located in Gladsaxe municipality, in Denmark, that is showing more frequent and 
severe flood problems in the recent years. It is a really big problem since it affects specially the train 
station, one of the lowest points in the area. The purpose of this thesis is to compare two different 
solutions to deal with the storm water and try to understand which one is more reliable to mitigate all 
the consequences regarding flood problems in a real case study located northwest from Copenhagen. 
Therefore, a traditional solution will be compared to a new sustainable urban drainage solution. 
 
1.2. METHOD 
The best way to compare different solutions of storm water drainage is to have a real case in hands. 
Rambøll, a leading engineering, design and consultancy company founded in Denmark in 1945, has 
provided a project of a small area facing flooding problems and a basic status model of the area. The 
author was also able to spend four months in the company in order to develop this project with the 
supervision of the project team from Rambøll. 
With the model and some additional calculations, new solutions will be achieved, studied and analysed 
with the help of the modelling software Mike Urban 2014. The model was previously calibrated with a 
set of real data in order to make sure all the results are consistent with the reality. 
Many factors involved will be compared at the end of the simulations. 
 
1.3. DELIMITATIONS 
The focus is mainly to find a new solution to mitigate the existing flooding problems occurring in the 
study area. The case study is limited to a small area of Gladsaxe, northwest from Copenhagen and only 
pluvial floods will be considered along the thesis. 
The setting-up of the model was already done and it was provided by Rambøll so there was no need to 
be built by the author. 
 
1.4. THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to rainfall and to flood management and control. It gives a brief 
explanation about urban runoff and describes the different types of drainage systems and the 
corresponding elements. 
Chapter 3 describes the case study area, from the location to the description of the drainage systems and 
waterways and the location of the critical areas. It also gives some examples of previous floods in 
Denmark and specifically in Buddinge. 
Chapter 4 describes the concept of urban drainage modelling and the simulation tools needed. 
Chapter 5 shows and describes the results of simulations done with Mike Urban in different situations 
for the current drainage system and for the drainage system that will be implemented in the future. 
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Chapter 6 evaluates and discusses the results from the previous chapter by comparison with the help of 
graphics and longitudinal profiles of different parts of the catchment in order to assess the improvement 
of the drainage system. 
Chapter 7 draws out some relevant conclusions of this dissertation. 
In the appendix are presented the result files from the simulations with the software as well as some of 
the results referred but not shown in the previous chapters. 
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2 
RAINFALL AND FLOOD 
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL  
 
 
2.1. URBAN RAINFALL RUNOFF 
Urban drainage systems deal either with wastewater and storm water. 
Storm water as runoff is the result of any kind of precipitation like snow or hail converted in liquid water 
or rainfall being the latter, by far, the most significant in most places. 
In an engineering design, analysis and operation of drainage systems, the knowledge of rainfall features 
is crucial.  
 
2.1.1. RAINFALL 
Runoff in urban areas is generally caused by rainfall and it is the main reason for urban drainage. 
Runoff is the amount of water that is not lost by infiltration, evapotranspiration or any other means, and 
that will end on water bodies or storm water collection structures after running through the surface. The 
runoff not only depends on rainfall but also in the catchment characteristics. With the runoff simulation, 
it was possible to calculate the amount of the runoff present in the catchment. 
Rainfall is normally measured in specific places using different methods. Rain gauges are the most 
common devices for measuring rainfall. This instrument collects rain falling on a standard area over a 
known period of time. The volume collected can be converted into intensity (mm/h) when measurements 
are made time dependent or volume dependent with time. Other forms of measuring rainfall use radar 
or satellite data. The precision and accuracy of the measurements will define the application of the data. 
For instance, in analysis and operation of existent systems, the precision of the required data is very 
important. Meanwhile, the main goal of design and planning phases is to find the overall dimensions of 
the system which means that it is only important to determine the peak flow, when checking and 
evaluating a system, it is required a more detailed data to make sure the system is designed correctly. 
Rain data can be expressed quantitatively and in intensity. Quantitative rain data, precipitation, is a 
volume per surface unit in a specific time unit or depth in millimeters (mm) referred to a day, a month 
or a year. Intensity is usually measured in millimeters per hour (mm/h) however it can also have some 
variations, for instance, some software results come in μm/s. This rainfall data is representative of one 
particular location on the catchment and has a great value when related to other important rainfall 
variables, such as duration and frequency, described as follows. 
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Duration refers to the time period, in minutes, over which the rainfall falls, however, it is not necessarily 
the time period of the whole storm since it is possible to divide the whole duration and analyse different 
ranges of duration. 
Finally, it is common to represent the frequency or the probability of a rainfall as a return period. To 
express this parameter, i.e. the frequency with which this same event is likely to occur, it is common to 
calculate the inverse of the probability of the event. For instance, for an event that occurs, on average, 
ten times in 100 years, it has a probability of being equaled or exceeded of 0.1. Calculating the inverse 
of the probability, gives us a return period of 10 years (BUTLER and DAVIES, 2011). 
Given the definition of these three important parameters –intensity, duration and frequency - , it is now 
possible to understand the relation between them. 
Regarding duration and intensity, it is known that precipitations with a short duration have a higher 
intensity (RIBEIRO, 1987). This fact is proposed by the formula 𝑖 =
𝑎
𝑡+𝑏
 where i stands for intensity 
(mm/h), t for duration (h) and a and b are parameters depending on the region. 
Observation of the phenomena provides historical records and allows a derivation of relationships 
between rainfall event properties. 
Prediction based on the observed data and associated probability could give us the maximum 
precipitation that can occur in a selected location with a defined frequency. As said before, the return 
period is the result of the inverse of the probability and with this it is possible to say that the higher the 
return period, the higher will be the intensity of the precipitation that will happen, on average, once in a 
certain period of time. 
These relations can be shown in a graphic called IDF curves – intensity, duration and frequency – where 
each line refers to a return period and it is also depending on the region of interest (see example in Figure 
2.1.). This region dependence is based on recorded rainfall data on those regions. 
 
Figure 2.1. - Example of IDF curve (Portuguese Regulation, Region A). 
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By the analysis of the example of the IDF graphic it is easy to understand all the relations mentioned 
before: the higher the intensity, the lower is the duration of the precipitation and the higher the return 
period is, the higher is the intensity. 
 
2.1.2. RAINFALL RUNOFF 
Storm water is one of the two major urban flows of concern to the conception of drainage systems. 
In order to maintain public health and safety due to possible floods and protect the receiving water 
environment, it is important to ensure the safe and efficient drainage of the storm water. 
The storm water is generated by rainfall and consists in the proportion of water that runs in urban 
surfaces. Hence, the properties of storm water are automatically related to the nature and characteristics 
of both rainfall and the catchment or basin. Thus, the lack of detailed information about the basin such 
as imperviousness, slopes, soil condition, etc., might be a flaw in the correct accuracy of the engineering 
predictions. 
As Figure 2.2. shows, rainfall undergoes several processes before it is treated as rainfall runoff.  
 
Figure 2.2. – Schematic description of rainfall processes (LOUCKS et al., 2005) 
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Starting with precipitation, rainwater falling in the Earth surface faces some initial and continuous 
losses. Continuous losses are assumed to continue throughout all the process as long as there is water 
available. Initial losses are due to interception and depression storage and are deducted from the rainfall 
as well as the continuous losses due to evapotranspiration and infiltration (BUTLER and DAVIES, 
2011). 
The relative proportions between the two types of losses are different on every catchment depending on 
parameters such as the characteristics of the land surface and duration of precipitation. For instance, 
when the soil is already saturated, there is no more space for infiltration, therefore surface flow will rise 
at this point. 
Another problem regarding the amount of rainfall runoff is the urbanization. It has a powerful influence 
on the runoff processes due to the increase of the impervious areas. This will be discussed in the 
following section of the chapter. 
 
2.2. URBAN DRAINAGE 
2.2.1. WHAT IS URBAN DRAINAGE 
Urban drainage is needed in the developed areas because of the interaction between human activity and 
the water cycle. This interaction is of two different types: the abstraction of water from the natural water 
cycle that will provide water supply for human needs and the continuous covering of land with 
impermeable surfaces that divert runoff away from the local natural system of drainage (BUTLER and 
DAVIES, 2011). 
These two main interactions give rise to the two types of water that require urban drainage: wastewater 
and storm water. 
The first type, wastewater, becomes essential to be drained. It is the result of the usage of water supply 
to support human daily needs and industry as well. It contains dissolved materials, fine and larger solids 
and microorganisms that can cause pollution and health risks, therefore it is important that it is drained 
properly and taken to waste water treatment plants in order to be able to return it safely into the natural 
system. 
The second type, the storm water or rainwater (or water resulting from any kind of precipitation) that 
has fallen or flowed over functional impervious areas, if not drained properly, can cause inconveniences, 
floods and consequent damages. 
The urban drainage handles these two types of water minimizing the problems to the environment and 
human life caused by the excess of water and improper quality water over land. Thus, urban drainage 
deals with two main interfaces: the public and the environment. 
Figure 2.3. shows the interaction between the two interfaces. The public interface most of the times 
transmits rather than receives while environment transmits to the drainage system where if not drained 
correctly, there is a probability of floods that will interfere with the public.  
 
Figure 2.3. - Interface between public and environment with the urban drainage system (Butler and Davies, 2011) 
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Recently, general population is more aware of the problems concerning urban drainage and tend now to 
support sustainable drainage systems rather than just getting the water from one place to another by pipe 
systems. 
The sustainability is an emerging topic globally as urban drainage presents a lot of environmental 
challenges such as the need to be cost-effective, the socially acceptance with the technical 
improvements, the need of assessment of the impact of the new systems and the need to search for 
sustainable solutions. 
Figures 2.4. and 2.5. show two methods of drainage. The first one is the traditional sink where water is 
collected from the top surface of an impervious media and gets into the sewer below and the second is 
a sustainable drainage solution where the water flows over and is infiltrated by the terrain in order to 
reach the outlet later. 
 
  
Figure 2.4. - Traditional drainage (sink) 
 
 
Figure 2.5. - Sustainable Drainage (swale) (Clean Water Services, 2009) 
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2.2.2. THE WATER CYCLE AND URBANIZATION 
Urban drainage has a really important role when analysing the effects of urbanization.  
In a natural system, rainwater that falls on the surface in part infiltrates through the soil turning into soil 
water and groundwater. Another part of it goes back to the atmosphere either by evaporation or 
transpiration. The remaining water is transformed into surface runoff. The proportion of each part 
depends on the characteristics of the surface and the duration of the storm. However, surface runoff, soil 
water and groundwater are somehow connected; once the soil is saturated the surface runoff will 
increase. 
Both subsurface and surface components of flow will find their way into an outlet, river, lake or ocean, 
the surface runoff being the one who travels fastest. This process composes a natural system known as 
the water cycle, being an unending process that represents the continuous flow of water between the 
surface, the underground, oceans and the atmosphere.  
 
Figure 2.6. - Water Cycle (HDC Website) 
 
The natural water cycle has some changes when urbanization is added to the picture.  
With human intervention, urban areas suffer a reduction of green areas and an increase of impervious 
areas which results in a modification of runoff conditions in the affected areas. The natural infiltration 
capacities are modified and evapotranspiration decreases due to the reduction of green areas and 
therefore the surface runoff increases. 
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Figure 2.7. - Effects of urbanization in the water cycle (Butler and Davies, 2011) 
The volume of the graphics in Figure 2.8. should be exactly the same. The difference between them 
stands in the fact that in the rural or semi urban areas, the volume will be diluted on time since it will be 
slowly infiltrated by the terrain until it reaches the outlet. The surface runoff travels quicker in hard 
surfaces and in sewers than in natural surfaces, which means that the peak flow will happen faster in 
urbanized zones than in a natural system as shown in figure 2.8.. Rural areas have a bigger smoothing 
effect compared to an urbanized area taking water more time to reach the watercourse. 
 
Figure 2.8. - Effect of urbanization on peak rate of runoff (Butler and Davies, 2011) 
This condition leads to a higher probability of occurrence of flash floods and their consequences in 
urbanized zones. It also has implications in water quality since the higher velocity of runoff in hard 
surfaces, promotes the uptake of pollutants and sediments from the surfaces, and transports them to the 
outlet, which results then in environmental consequences. 
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As the urban drainage artificially replaces part of the natural water cycle it is important to assess its 
impacts in the environment. 
As said before, the aim of the urban drainage is to remove water from surfaces, especially roads and 
areas of human circulation and activity, as quick as possible avoiding possible accidents, economic loss 
and drawbacks in the environment. The assessment of environmental impacts has motivated the search 
for natural and sustainable new methodologies to dispose the water, for example, by infiltration in proper 
land or temporary storage, with the intention of decrease the peak flow. 
 
2.2.2. TYPES OF SEWERAGE 
The development of an urban area can have a huge impact in the drainage system. As seen before, water 
travels faster in hard surfaces such as pipes which as a consequence reaches the watercourse faster than 
in a natural system of water flowing overland or being infiltrated by the soil. Moreover, the faster it gets 
to an outlet, the faster is the time to get to the peak flow which in turn will have higher risks of flooding 
downstream. We can consider two types of draining methodologies, piped or natural. 
Recently, there has been a movement towards making a better use of natural drainage mechanisms using 
storage basins, swales and soakaways. Most of these mechanisms work as an infiltration and detention 
system that leads the water to an underground runoff which will delay and smooth the peak flow effect 
since it will take more time to reach an outlet. These type of systems are in the early implementing stages 
but getting more attention every day in order to find more sustainable solutions. 
Urban drainage systems handle two types of water: wastewater and rainwater. These waters come from 
very different sources with different properties and sometimes require a treatment before being returned 
back to nature. 
Piped systems consist in drains that lead the water to sewers, referring this word to the whole 
infrastructure system: pipes, manholes, structures, pumping stations and so on (BUTLER and DAVIES, 
2011).   
There are mainly two different types of piped systems: a combined system where wastewater and 
rainwater flow indistinctly in the same pipe network, receiving the same treatment in a waste water 
treatment plant, and a separate system where wastewater and rainwater are drained in different pipe 
networks not being mixed at any time. In this case, in general, only the wastewater is treated before 
being discharged into the receiver medium and the rainwater is automatically discharged without any 
treatment even if it is sometimes contaminated with organic matter, metals, suspended solids and other 
harmful substances due to traffic, agriculture and many other urban activities. 
Some systems can be mixed systems where part of the system is separate and the other is combined by 
mixing wastewater with the rainwater.  
There is also another type that is similar to the mixed systems but this time due to accidental reasons. 
Sometimes wrong connections are made either by ignorance, illegally or system overload that can cause 
the unwanted mixing of rainwater with wastewater. 
A sewer network is a complex system and its age is determined by historical and political factors. This 
means that the system is most likely to have been constructed during a period of significant development 
and industrialization (BUTLER and DAVIES, 2011). 
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The Sewage System in Copenhagen was established in 1857 in order to improve sanitary conditions 
(SØRENSEN et al, 2014). Most of the sewage was then lead to the harbor causing extreme odors and 
sedimentation of sludge. As the harbour was used to public baths, and taking into account the poor water 
quality at the time, the water was lead instead to Øresund, improving the harbor hygienic conditions. 
The western wastewater from Copenhagen has been treated in Damhusåen since 1939, and Lynetten 
treatment plant was built in 1980 treating most of the wastewater from the eastern part of Copenhagen. 
In order to decrease discharging wastewater into fresh and marine waters during extreme rainfall, some 
basins were constructed from 1994 on. Moreover, until 2007, 90% of the sewer system consisted of a 
combined system and the rest was a separate system. However, new studies point to a 45% of 
Copenhagen sewage network as a combined system (BUTLER and DAVIES, 2011). One of the next 
improvement plans for Copenhagen urban drainage is disconnecting storm water from combined 
systems leading as much as possible to a separate system. 
Between the two types of piped systems, there are some advantages and disadvantages, being the 
separate system the one that brings more advantages. However, there are still a lot of cities that have a 
combined system. 
Separate systems present more advantages than a combined system as shown in Table 2.1.. Even though 
a separate system has two main pipe networks, one for the wastewater and another for the rainwater, it 
does not mean that is has a doubled cost. Normally, the pipes are constructed together in the same 
excavation. The rainwater pipe may be around the same size of the equivalent pipe of the combined 
system but the wastewater pipe will be smaller which means that the additional costs are due to a slightly 
wider excavation to the additional small pipe (BUTLER and DAVIES, 2011). 
Table 2.1. - Advantages and disadvantages between separate and combined systems 
Separate System Combined System 
Advantages 
 Smaller wastewater works; 
 Rainwater pumped only if necessary; 
 Wastewater sewer small and greater 
velocities maintained at low flows; 
 Less variation in flow of wastewater; 
 Any flood will be by rainwater only; 
 Wastewater and rainwater may follow own 
optimum line and depth 
Disadvantages 
 Larger water treatment works 
 Higher pumping cost if necessary 
 Wide variation in flow to pumps 
 If flooding or surcharge of manholes 
happens, fouled conditions will be caused 
 Slow flow in large sewers may cause 
deposition and decomposition of solids 
Disadvantages 
 Extra cost of two pipes; 
 Additional space needed 
 No treatment of rainwater 
Advantages 
 Lower pipe construction costs 
 Economical in space 
 Deposited wastewater solids flushed by 
stormwater 
 Some treatment of stormwater 
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2.2.3. URBAN DRAINAGE NETWORK ON A TRADITIONAL SOLUTION 
The traditional solution relies heavily in regulations and technical guidance searching for the optimal 
size and best slope of the underground infrastructures such as the collectors involved aimed to a fast and 
efficient removal of excess water. 
The process of the traditional network begins with the collection of the flow in each catchment subunits 
made by input devices such as sinks and gullies that will lead the water into the underground collectors. 
In order to get a good design of the network there are some elements that can be divided into surface 
elements and underground elements. 
Figure 2.9. shows a general picture of the different elements constituting a traditional rainwater 
catchment network. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. - Storm water drainage network (VALENTE NEVES) 
 
The elements corresponding to number 1 and 2 in Figure 2.9. are the ditches and gullies and sinks 
respectively where the water is collected. The connecting collectors (3) and connecting boxes (4) make 
the transition between the surface and the underground system while the collectors (5) and manholes (6) 
belong to the underground system taking the water to the receptor. 
This network is divided into two different parts, a superficial and an underground part. 
The superficial part of a rainwater drainage network bases its study since the moment the flow reaches 
the surface until the moment it is collected and transported to the collectors. The elements composing 
the superficial drainage are the ditches that collect the flow, the gullies and sinks that will be linked to 
the collectors by connecting collectors being the last two elements part of the underground drainage 
network. 
The ditches have normally a triangular cross section and are located on the most external part of the 
road.  
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Figure 2.10. - Example of a ditch 
 
The gullies and sinks are the elements that collect the flow and make the transition between the 
superficial and the underground component of the network. They are distinguished from each other by 
the way the water enters the system. Gullies take the water laterally while sinks (see figure 2.11.) receive 
the water along its length. 
 
Figure 2.11.1 - Example of a sink in Buddinge, Valdemar Alle (Photo:Diana Abrunhosa) 
 
The underground component of the drainage network has the goal of transporting the water until the 
final destination and it is constituted by connecting collectors, connecting boxes, pipes and manholes. 
The connecting collectors transport the water from the gullies and sinks to the main collectors which 
have the function of driving the water to their final destination being the most important element of the 
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whole network. The connecting boxes are the transition elements between the connecting collectors and 
the main collectors. 
The manholes are the elements that help the transition between collectors. It features a top opening to 
an underground vault used as an inspection point to check the network status and, if necessary, proceed 
to a possible maintenance of the pipes (see figure 2.12.). 
.  
Figure 2.12. - Example of a manhole 
 
2.2.4. URBAN DRAINAGE ELEMENTS OF A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION 
Extreme rain events present enormous challenges which vary from area to area and cannot therefore be 
solved by a single initiative such as upgrading the existing drainage system. 
The city of Copenhagen is working towards being prepared for extreme rain events expected in the near 
future (KOBENHAVN KOMMUNE, 2012). At this point, the hard rains of 2011 show that the city is 
clearly not ready to handle such amount of flow and there are still no mitigation measures to smooth the 
peak flow. These cloudbursts, an extreme amount of precipitation that normally does not last longer than 
a few minutes but is capable of creating flood conditions, are being very recurrent in Denmark, 
especially during the summer.   
The goal of the Danish capital is to turn the city into a green and blue space with recreational spaces like 
lakes and parks and exploit the rainwater as much as possible leading it to basins, canals and creating 
green spaces that will keep the water concentrated. 
Nevertheless, the streets still can be improved in order to drain the remaining water but can also have 
new features to lead the water until the outlets. 
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Natural systems have lower surface runoff which results in a lower probability of floods. The rainwater 
drainage, in urban contexts, is typically (RAMBØLL, 2014): 
 55% surface runoff; 
 15% infiltration 
 30% evaporation. 
While natural systems are composed by: 
 10% surface runoff; 
 50% infiltration; 
 40% evaporation. 
The natural system performance is a goal in order to in urban contexts reach this kind of system as much 
as possible. As a consequence, departing from a traditional urban system it is necessary to improve the 
infiltration and evaporation capacities. 
Green spaces are permeable. Permeable surfaces have more infiltration capacity and through planting 
the evaporation, as evapotranspiration, is improved. These spaces are also designed with the aim to 
retain water locally which will reduce surface runoff. With these changes, the rainwater urban drainage 
can turn into a more natural system that will help to reduce the peak flow when heavy rains occur. 
To reach this natural system, there is the need to implement new solutions. Four different elements will 
be considered as the focus of the sustainable urban drainage solution for this project: LIDA´s – low 
impact development approaches, central delay lands, cloudburst roads and green roads.  
With these sustainable elements, instead of just upgrading the existing sewage drainage system, where 
there is no water for recreational green and blue areas in the city, the water is exploited at its fullest 
contributing for a greener and more pleasant city. 
In spite of being a sustainable solution, a cost-benefit balance between the different types of solutions 
should be made and analysed first. 
The combination of these solutions will relieve the system, having less probability to become overloaded 
during a cloudburst. Having this mixed solution with the different elements, the main goal is to delay 
the water flow before it is drained. This way, the green spaces will behave by reducing the runoff with 
their power of infiltration and in some cases working as a temporary retaining basin that will divert the 
water slowly to the system damping the peak flow and thus reducing the probability of flood. In areas 
where there is a high amount of surface runoff and there is no possibility of infiltration, cloudburst roads 
will collect the water out of the roads and divert it to proper central basins. 
 
2.2.4.1. LIDA/LAR – Low Impact Development Approaches (Lokal Afledning af Regnvand) 
LIDA (LAR in Danish) stands for low impact development approaches. 
Some parts of the catchment in the case study have good infiltration conditions which could help 
reducing the amount of water on the surface. 
An effort by the population should be made to manage rainwater in their own lands which will make a 
difference in the overall runoff in the streets. Even though some investment is needed at first to make 
sure this method works in an efficient way, in the long term it is expected to be a very good solution to 
the drainage system and the environment. This kind of solution depends on whether the population is 
more receptive to help the environment and have better results. 
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2.2.4.2. Central Delay Land 
The main function of central delay lands is to delay the water from torrential rain events preventing the 
sewer system to be overloaded. These elements can be fitted in squares, parks, any large green spaces 
or even underground surfaces that can retain water for some time while the system is yet recovering 
from the large flow amounts. The places should be thought previously in order to have multifunction 
spaces and create synergies with other local features. 
 
2.2.4.3. Cloudburst Roads 
One of the biggest problems of floods in urban environments is the damage it brings to buildings and 
peoples’ belongings. Damages in homes, basements and shops do need to be avoided. 
The function of the cloudburst roads is to transport the water from torrential rains away from the roads 
leading inflowing water to an outlet or a basin where space like a central delay land is available either 
by a channel or by tunnels (see figures 2.13. and 2.14.). 
This kind of streets have a particular profile section. They can be designed with a V-profile or with a 
unilateral street profile with higher curbs than usual. They should be also dimensioned with a narrow 
channel either in the middle or in the side of the roadway so the water does not stay in the road but 
become comprised within a small channel. These roads will make sure the water does not stand in the 
middle of the streets where it can reach some basements and cause accidents. 
 
 
Figure 2.13. - Example of a cloudburst road without rain (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
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Figure 2.14. - Example of a cloudburst road with rain (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
2.2.4.4. Green Roads 
Another element in order to create a sustainable drainage solution are green roads. These kind of roads 
are a good solution to reach the natural system. The main goal is to get the water infiltrated before it 
gets into the sewer system avoiding it to be overloaded. They are typically located upstream in the 
catchment area and thus upstream the cloudburst roads.  
The green roads have no fixed design. They can have swales next to the curbs, vegetation along the 
sidewalk or just a permeable paving. They are still connected to the existing sewer system so when there 
is space in the system the green path is emptied. 
Figure  2.15. shows a basic drawing of an example of a green road. On the left, in plan view we can see 
the green area with some vegetation next to another area where there is not so much vegetation but has 
an underground filter (best seen in section on the right figure) with a connection to the previous area 
which in turn is connected to the sewer system. 
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Figure 2.15. - Basic drawing of a green road (RAMBØLl, 2014) 
 
The design of green roads also depends on the space available and the amount of volume that is retained 
in that specific area having more or less green area.  
Most of the streets in the residential areas of Buddinge are of private houses and do not have much 
traffic. The streets are also wide enough in order to have parking space at least in one of the sides 
therefore green roads can be divided into three different types according to the space available, traffic 
load and also the amount of water that should be retained for the street transformation. They are the 
minimum, medium and maximum green roads. 
Minimum green roads are the ones with less impact in the approached area. In this specific solution, 
only some of the existing parking spaces are replaced with narrow green areas where the composition 
of soil and plants will act as a filter by percolation, if possible. In case there is no option of infiltration, 
these small spaces will be designed as a small basin that will retain water on the surface and either let it 
evaporate or direct it to the underground sewers if there is space for it. 
Medium green roads are similar to minimum solution mentioned previously. They also replace parking 
spaces with filtering solutions. However, some of them will be multifunctional as they will be able to 
retain rainwater and smooth the traffic working as a road bump. The transformation of the streets into 
medium green roads will create a safer street environment and increase the rainwater retention capacity. 
The last kind of green road, the maximum green road is the one that has the biggest impact since is the 
most effective solution to retain rainwater. This option is proposed mainly to streets with big problems 
with flooding and low congestion since it requires a dynamic use of the road (mainly blind roads). There 
will be a shared space for pedestrians, cars and bicycles and the remaining space will be used for 
rainwater handling elements such as filtering green spaces and permeable paving. As the street will be 
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mainly used by local residents, with this transformation it will not only be intended for cars but also a 
place where people can meet and enjoy the green spaces. 
Figure 2.16. shows an example of a medium green street where some of the park space can have some 
green area working as a road bump, improving the traffic security of the street, but mainly with the 
purpose of filtering or retaining water while the system is overloaded. 
 
Figure 2.16. - Green Road (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
2.3. FLOODS 
Natural disasters are unfortunately becoming very common globally. Resulting on a sudden change in 
the state of natural elements due to natural forces, most of the times it is impossible to predict accurately 
when they will effectively occur. Floods can bring a lot of damage to human life and property as well 
as to the environment. Thus, the negative impacts can vary given the intensity and the coverage area. 
Floods are the most common occurring natural disasters that affect humans and its surrounding 
environment (HEWITT, 1997). 
Floods can be divided into three different types: river floods, urban floods and coastal floods. Such kind 
of floods have normally some kind of human involvement but, in the urban floods, even though they are 
associated with deficiencies in the existing drainage system, the climate factor like sudden rains with a 
high intensity and short duration raise the probability of this kind of flood. 
In recent years, floods in Denmark are being the subject of significant research. Figure 2.17. 
demonstrates as the annual precipitation in Denmark has been increasing since the beginning of the 20th 
century.  
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Figure 2.17. - Annual Accumulated Precipitation in Denmark (DMI, 2015) 
 
Flooding is a consequence of extreme rainfall when runoff exceeds the urban drainage capacity. The 
excess water on the surface is flood water. 
Figure 2.18. shows an example of how Copenhagen streets may react to a cloudburst. 
 
Figure 2.18. - Cloudburst in Copenhagen (2nd of July, 2011) 
 
The water level rises to levels that make streets impassable, dangerous and even unthinkable to such 
city. In the example of how one the streets of Copenhagen reacts to a cloudburst can be seen the water 
level around the knees of a person and a full amount of water in the surface. This can lead to very 
unpleasant situations as several houses are flooded. 
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3 
Status and Features of the Case 
Study 
 
3.1. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Buddinge is a town belonging to Gladsaxe Municipality surrounded by Gentofte, Lyngby – Tårbæk, 
Furesø, Herlev and Copenhagen in Denmark. 
It is located about 10km northwest from Copenhagen in the Capital Region of Denmark, the easternmost 
administrative region of Denmark.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. - Capital Region of Denmark 
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Named after a village which was situated where now Gladsaxe Town Hall, Theather and High School 
are located, Buddinge began to grow in 1920 with expansion around Buddinge Station and by the newly 
county road to Hillerød. However, only between 1950 and 1965 it showed a higher expansion to the 
neighbourhood, now a mixed area with houses, apartment buildings and industry. 
 
3.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
The sewerage system in Gladsaxe is divided into seven different catchments where Buddinge belongs 
to Utterslev Marsh catchment, a combined sewerage system which means that storm water and 
wastewater flows in the same sewer pipe. 
There is also a small basin in the catchment, located in Buddinge – Vadgårds basin- next to the Buddinge 
station (see figure 3.2.) 
 
Figure 3.2. – Utterslev Marsh Catchment and reference to Vadgårds basin (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
The basin is in the current sewage plan calculated to have volume of 8100 m3 (RAMBØLL, 2014), open 
and partially tiled. The basin is located in a large recess terrain point of interest, then the actual physical 
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volume is substantially bigger, a total of 18000 m3. The basin acts solely as a storage and has not an 
overflow option. Thus, there is no outlets at Buddinge that the drain unit can offload on. 
The drainage system in Buddinge diverts to the piped Vadrende and Vangede Trench, which is a sewage 
system shared with Gentofte. From here, the grey water goes to treatment at the wastewater treatment 
Lynetten (see figure 3.3.) 
 
Figure 3.3. - Direction of each catchment to the corresponding Waste Water Treatment Plant (Source: 
Nordvand.dk) 
 
3.3. DESCRIPTION OF NATURAL WATERWAYS 
Water areas are in some cases related while others are bogs with no known relation to other water bodies. 
The existence of a large number of lakes and bogs along the terrain, is typically Danish. 
The location of water areas withing Gladsaxe are shown in figure 3.4.. Bagsvaerd Lake is part of Mølleå 
system and is connected to Lyngby Lake via a channel. Mølleå system is highly regulated through all 
the 36 km from its source in Bastrup Lake to the mouth in Øresund. The lake has a surface area of about 
120 ha. A water level increase of 10 cm corresponds to 120000 m3. There are 3 stormwater overflows 
and 2 stormwater outfalls to Bagsværd. The 3 stormwater overflows are located respectively at Søvej, 
Ellestien and Aldershvile Forest. The 2 stormwater outfalls are from surface drainage of Nybrovej Street. 
Nydam is a privately owned lake located in the residential neighborhood between Aldershvile Forest 
and Bagsværd. There is a storm water overflow to Nydam from Skråvej Basin. When Skråvej basin 
capacity is exhausted, it overflows to Nydam where there is an option that leads it to Bagsværd. 
Lyngby Lake as mentioned above makes a connection to Bagsvaerd Lake via a channel. There is one 
storm water overflow from Gladsaxe to Lyngby Lake. This is situated at the basin by Chr. Winther Vej 
Street. 
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Figure 3.4. - Location of water bodies in Gladsaxe (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
Smør and Fedt bogs are about 150-hectare nature reserve with marshes, ponds in kettle holes, grasslands 
forest, scrub marsh reed swamp, grassland and scrub. Smør bog lies in both Gladsaxe and Herlev 
municipalities. 
Tibberup River is a border river between Gladsaxe and Herlev municipalities before it runs into Furesø 
Municipality. Gladsaxe has one stormwater outfall to this river.  
Fæstning channel consists of a moat, which is part of the old fortifications around Copenhagen, and it 
is an artificial channel.  
Gynge bog is located in Gladsaxe and Copenhagen, north of the Fæstning channel. There are many small 
ponds and wet hollows in the area. There are 2 stormwater outfalls to Gynge bog in Gladsaxe. These are 
related respectively to the separate sewer area by High Gladsaxe and drainage from Hillerød highway 
which intersects the bog. 
Fæstning channel opens into Utterslev Marsh western basin. Gladsaxe has 3 storm water overflows from 
the sewerage system catchment to Utterslev Marsh. 
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North Channel is located in Copenhagen and has connection with Utterslev Marsh eastern basin. North 
Channel diverts from Utterslev Marsh to Søborghusrenden that through Emdrup Lake is connected to 
the inner lakes in Copenhagen and to Lersøgrøften / Wilhelmsdalsløbet, a piped sewer system, located 
in Gentofte and Copenhagen. 
The whole system of the waterway as shown in figure 3.5. is highly regulated. Thus, only water that has 
been purified in Actiflo plant in Emdrup Lake is directed to the Inner Lakes (Indre Soer in figure 3.5.) 
in Copenhagen. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. - Overview of water bodies in Copenhagen and northern part of metropolitan area (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
3.4. ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL OUTLETS FROM BUDDINGE DURING A CLOUDBURST 
Buddinge catchment’s flow is drained to Vangede Trench - a former open but now piped closed trough 
- down towards the North Channel (see figure 3.6.).  
As shown in figures 3.6. and 3.8., the drainage path follows the terrain. The distance from Buddinge 
station to hinterland nearest recipient (North Channel) is about 3.2 km via Vangede Trench. 
If the derivation of torrential rain water from Buddinge to the North Channel has to be made through 
terrain without performing very dramatic terrain changes, it will roughly have to follow the alignment 
from Vangede trench. There is very limited space around Vangede trench that in large parts of the stretch 
run onto the land boundary between private gardens. 
Hinterland receiver, North Channel, is a small stream that flows on to Søborghusrenden and then 
Emdrup Lake.  
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Figure 3.6. – Orographic map with reference to Train Station location (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
Overflows in Gladsaxe for North Channel, particularly from Vangede are discharged frequently and in 
large quantities. However, previous studies performed by Rambøll showed that Søborghusrenden 
downstream is also hydraulically limited by very heavy rain. This means that the North Channel will 
have major challenges to cope with torrential rain water from Buddinge (and potentially also Søborg 
Main area) via a cloudburst road / tunnel in North Channel natural design. This problem can be solved 
if a tunnel is built. This tunnel will be designed to collect rainfall water from the fields of Bispebjerg, 
Ryparken and Dyssegård. However, in case of performing a tunnel to deal with cloudburst water from 
Buddinge, the distance from Buddinge to the recipient and the space challenges mean that such a 
solution would be associated with very large facilities-related expenses. As Vangede trench is 
hydraulically limited by a 10-year rain, a derivation of a torrential rain water for a 100-year rain in the 
Vangede Trench, would cause more flooding downstream Buddinge area. This would mean that the 
problem would be solved in one place but directed to another. 
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Figure 3.7. – Buddinge Catchment with sewage network and reference to train station location (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
3.5. FALL CONDITIONS AND FLOW PATHS 
In figure 3.8. the catchment terrain configuration given by a coloured digital terrain model can be 
understood. It is characterized by naturally dropping to Buddinge Station and the western part of the 
terrain is also low. The southern part of Buddinge down towards the station has a distinctive terrain 
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decrease compared to the north. Buddinge terrain falls towards Vadbro and Ericavej and then is followed 
to the Vangede trench towards the North Channel. 
East of Buddingevej Street, the north of the station terrain falls primarily either in a north-easterly 
direction towards Old Bog or east towards Vadbro, which is why that area is not included in the 
Buddinge catchment. 
Low points in the area are particularly at Buddinge station, Klausdalsbrovej and Vadgårdsvej / Valdemar 
Alle. 
 
Figure 3.8. - Digital terrain model for Buddinge Catchment (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
A map with the overall flow paths for the water on terrain under current situations was produced by GIS 
based on land’s gradients. Figure 3.9. shows the routes where water flows over the ground surface. For 
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a better understanding, the routes are divided by the size of the areas they receive water from, so the 
thicker the flow path, the greater is the associated hinterland. 
 
Figure 3.9. - Estimated surface flow in Buddinge from terrain conditions (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
It can also be taken from the analysis that the area around Buddinge Station - essentially Klausdalsbrovej 
from Kvikmarken, the southern part of the Valdemar Allé just north of Vadgårds basin and the viaduct 
out of Buddinge station - has more area in terms of catchment attached. In these particular areas the 
probability of flooding is higher than any other area around Buddinge catchment. 
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3.6. AREA CHARACTERISTICS, TRAFFIC STRUCTURE AND LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS FOR IDENTIFYING 
POTENTIAL CLOUDBURST AREAS 
Buddinge Area was analysed in order to come to an overview of the area´s characteristics and capability 
for selecting areas that have the potential for torrential handling. 
This quick analysis includes the creation of added value, focusing on a greener city, as Copenhagen is 
known, including an oversight of physical barriers and possible future conditions for the area. 
 
Figure 3.10. Space usage in Buddinge Catchment (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
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Figure 3.11. Different types of areas in Buddinge (RAMBØLl-adapted, 2014) 
 
Buddinge catchment area is characterized by a mix of apartment buildings, commercial area, centre 
areas and areas with public purposes, including City Hall. Buddinge is already built so there is no space 
for more construction in the next few years.  
In relation to the location of potential cloudburst elements it is interesting the relation between 
recreational and multifunctional nature areas with public purposes and other green areas so they can be 
worked out to manage water on their own land, if there is an opportunity, working as a delay area before 
infiltration or fading out. Figures 3.10. and 3.11. show Buddinge catchment area characteristics. 
The open water basin, Vadgårds basin, next to the Buddinge Station which is a technical installation that 
can be expanded to handle even larger volumes of water working as a good element for rainwater 
management. 
Industrial areas can work as delay areas as well as green spaces along Buddinge which can also be turned 
into recreational areas. Places where there is a possibility of new green or cloudburst roads are called 
centre areas. Public wide spaces with green areas might be a good option to handle 100 years long return 
period rain events. The residential areas can have cloudburst and green roads and potential local 
rainwater drainage systems in residential areas of houses with one or two floors. 
Despite the fact the areas are very distinctive, all of them show a possible solution to handle cloudbursts 
turning the city into a sustainable area and prepared to future extreme events. 
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Figure 3.12. – Proposed Train Line (green line) in Buddinge (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
In addition to the S-line (train line) there is a central bus stop at Buddinge station and several bus stops 
along Buddingevej Street, Buddinge Main and Søborg Main Streets. The stops do not act as barriers for 
storm water management, but indicate a concentration of citizens, which must be taken into account. In 
the figure 3.12., the green line represents the future light rail to be constructed and finished by 2020 
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along Gladsaxe Ring road and Buddingevej Street that is a clearly defined barrier to managing water on 
terrain and is essential for placement of elements for handling rainwater. 
 
Figure 3.13. – Main roads in Buddinge (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
There are four distinct major roads in Buddinge: Buddingevej, Gladsaxe Ring, Søborg Main and 
Buddinge Main Streets (see figure 3.13.).  They all meet at the roundabout. This roundabout will be 
rebuilt in connection with the lightrail. The major pathways have potential as torrential rain roads, where 
the water is transported quickly from one location to another as they have a smooth, straight run. The 
massive traffic function, as these main roads comprises, means that road space must comply with 
numerous demands on security and transparency in relation to the current road regulations.  
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In addition to the four distinct paths, smaller roads can be used as delay elements. These roads are not 
as busy as they were when they were constructed so they can contain delay elements for rainwater 
(RAMBØLL, 2014). 
 
 
Figure 3.14. - Green spaces in Buddinge (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
 
A number of green areas (see figure 3.14.) may have potential in the handling of heavy rain in Buddinge. 
The potential is seen in relation to the solutions of infiltration or retention of water because they can be 
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transformed in multifunctional or recreational items in the solutions. Both large and small areas can be 
useful. In this way, the city will have more public green spaces contributing for one of the main goals 
of the city. 
 
 
Figure 3.15. – Municipal and State Land Registers (RAMBØLL, 2014) 
Figure 3.15. shows in yellow the numerous public lands registers in Buddinge belonging to the 
municipality. These areas may have potential for managing torrential rain water since it is easier to 
implement construction of cloudburst elements adopted by the municipality and thus lead the way for 
other land owners. 
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In the same figure is plotted the largest flood areas and it can be concluded that in some cases, flood 
areas and public lands are overlapped which can be a good thing if a cloudburst element is built in that 
same place. 
In October 2014, Rambøll made a report to Gladsaxe, "Impacts of groundwater through the 
establishment of infiltration", which stated that in the area north of the S-line there is a good depth to 
the water table (5-10 m), but despite the fact that there is a thick layer of sand, there is only a limited 
potential for infiltration. In the area south of the S-line there is also a thick layer of sand, but here 
groundwater level is somewhat higher in the areas studied (2-4m), so the potential for infiltration is even 
less here. 
 
Figure 3.16. - Existing central areas in Buddinge including meeting places, buildings and the main street 
(RAMBØLL, 2014) 
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A number of key sites are located in the southern part of Buddinge marked with a star in figure 3.16.. 
This means that there is potential for a focus on the recreational / multifunction solutions that can be 
integrated into the final plan for a richer life in the area. Especially City Hall area has a potential, since 
it already appears as a green area with great potential for development of recreational solutions that will 
accommodate the element of water as an absolute benefit. There must be kept a certain distance to 
buildings, causing some limitations in solutions for the station area and Buddinge Centre. 
 
3.7. CRITICAL AREAS 
Based on previous studies from Rambøll and data from the nearest rain gauge that is 2km away from 
Buddinge area, some areas were spotted and defined as critical areas. 
Inquiries to the citizens about water on the terrain have been made by Rambøll and it was concluded 
that the major critical areas mentioned with flood problems were Klausdalsbrovej (2), Roundabout in 
Buddinge (3) and not least the Buddinge Station (1) (see figure 3.17.). 
 
Figure 3.17. - Critical Areas (RAMBØLL- adapted, 2014) 
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3.8. FLOODING HISTORY 
3.8.1. FLOODS IN DENMARK 
Floods are a natural phenomenon resulting of the random nature of hydrological processes.  
In the last few years, Denmark has been facing some climate changes, especially in precipitation. As 
mentioned in chapter 2, DMI- Danmarks Meteorologisk Institut - defines an extreme rainfall event when 
it falls more than 15 mm of precipitation within 30 min. Future weather projections point to an increase 
in extreme rainfall events during summer (KOBENHAVN KOMMUNE, 2012). Continuous studies 
about climate change are getting more attention after the summer of 2011.  
In the 2nd of July of 2011, Copenhagen facedº a cloudburst that led to extremely high economic loss (see 
figure 3.18.). It is said that this rain event will stand as a record of rain/intensity for the next few years 
(VEJEN, 2011). 
 
Figure 3.18. - Flooding in Copenhagen 2011 (Source: © Polfoto-Mogens Flindt/Scanpix) 
 
In such a violent event a lot of streets within Inner Copenhagen were completely flooded and turned into 
rivers, some roads were impassable (see Figure 3.19.) and motorways were closed, Amager motorway 
being an example. Many viaducts and tunnels were flooded and the damage to houses were uncountable. 
It stopped the car traffic, the metro was closed down and the train system did not work normally for 
days since a lot of rail tracks were submerged. 
Even if it is not an accurate estimate, in this cloudburst it fell more than 150mm of rain in just 2 hours 
(RAMBØLL, 2014), which is a value extremely high comparing to the definition of an extreme rainfall 
event by DMI, as mentioned before. 
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Figure 3.19. - Streets of Copenhagen during a cloudburst 
This kind of events lead to cloudburst plans in order to make the city prepared for these events that keep 
happening with increasing intensity. The city’s infrastructures need to be improved to cope with the 
incoming challenges. 
Copenhagen has made already some Cloudburst Management Plans. Some measures were implemented 
now so that in the upcoming years the Danish capital can be climate proof, attractive and green city. 
 
3.8.2. FLOODS IN BUDDINGE 
Being part of the great Copenhagen area, Buddinge is also affected by the heavy precipitation. This has 
been a vulnerable area where flooding problems keep happening every time Denmark is hit by a heavy 
rainfall and is always reported by the media. 
The major problem stands in the existing Train Station, one of the lowest points of Buddinge, where the 
water is accumulated leading to a high water depth (see figures 3.20. and 3.21.). 
Being flooded, all the affected services have to stop, either shops or the train traffic itself causing 
inconveniences to everyone. The extremely high amount of water can make shops close for weeks and 
some of them might not recover from water damages. The services stop for days and the owners stop 
having profit due to the damage expenses. 
The system is still not prepared for precipitations with this intensity even though the problem is yearly 
recurrent since several years. 
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Figure 3.20. - Floods inside the train station in Buddinge (Source: CNN) 
 
Figure 3.21. - Buddinge Train Station flooded (Source: TV2) 
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4 
URBAN FLOODING MODELLING  
 
4.1. URBAN DRAINAGE MODELLING 
Urban flooding is a very concerning problem nowadays due to heavy rains happening worldwide. 
Therefore there is a need to manage and prevent them. Because of this, urban flooding modelling has 
become an important and very useful tool to forecast critical areas, and flood behaviour evolution and 
extent. 
The hydraulics of an urban area where there are both constructed and natural elements very close 
together, is a complex matter. In a rain event the water flows both above the ground on impermeable 
and permeable surfaces and underground in pipe networks. Being the whole network this complex, a 
simulation in urban environments is not an easy job. 
The purpose of urban drainage modelling is to represent a drainage system and its response to different 
conditions trying to answer questions usually in the form of “What if?”. 
Drainage systems have been modelled for a long time since using calculations to help build systems that 
would operate successfully. One example of a simple drainage model is the rational method where there 
is a conversion of rainfall into runoff used to study rainfall effects regarding different intensities. 
There are several computer models available nowadays being the first ones released in the early 1970´s 
in USA as is the case of SWMM (ROSSMAN, 2010). Even though it has begun as a simple simulation 
model, as the years went by and computer power improved, SWMM continues to be developed and used 
globally. The most popular European package is Mike, developed in Denmark by the DHI (BUTLER 
and DAVIES, 2011). 
Urban Drainage models have two main purposes: the design of new systems and the analysis of existing 
systems. In the first case, the physical details of the network such as pipe diameters and many others 
parameters are calculated, while in the analysis of an existing system, where all the details are already 
set,  the main target is to know how the system responds to particular conditions and if it needs to be 
improved or not. 
These kinds of models are based in accepted mathematical relationships between physical parameters 
and are normally compatible with GIS and graphical representations to have the most detailed and 
realistic results possible (BUTLER and DAVIES, 2011). 
The models must be reasonably comprehensive and therefore there are generally three main factors that 
influence the accuracy and usefulness of the simulations: 
 the comprehensiveness of the model; 
 the reliability and completeness of the scientific knowledge on which they are based; 
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 the appropriateness of the simplifications it contains. 
In conclusion, the model will mainly be used to find the response of the catchments and the sewer system 
to particular rainfall patterns. 
The main software used in Denmark is the Danish software Mike developed by Danish Hydraulic 
Institute. DHI has developed software packages with a very wide range of objectives within the 
corresponding field, such as environment and water. This independent, international consulting and 
research organization has leading edge technologies, software tools, laboratories and physical model 
test facilities (DHI, 2014a). 
Mike Urban is one of the most efficient programs for modelling urban water. It covers all water networks 
conceivable in a city, from water distribution systems, storm water drainage systems and sewage 
drainage either in combined or separate systems. It also allows to model ponds, wetlands infiltration and 
retention basins which is a good asset when dealing with sustainable solutions. Since Mike Urban stores 
data in a standard georeferenced database format, it is normally integrated with GIS. Additionally to 
Mike Urban, Mike View is used to display the results quickly and simply.  
Mike Urban includes three main modules: Mike Urban Model Manager, which is a time series data 
management and modelling package that includes SWMM5 and EPANET as modelling programs 
developed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency; Collection System (CS) module 
which will be used later in this study and includes pipe flow simulation, rainfall-runoff simulation, real 
time control simulation, pollutant transport simulation and biologic processes simulation; the last 
module is the Water Distribution (WD) module where the main feature is the automatic calibration of 
water distribution network models. 
Additionally to Mike Urban, to a more completed analysis of the network drainage system with rainfall 
data, Mike Flood can be a good asset to the study. It is a product that integrates the one dimensional 
models such as Mike Urban (MOUSE – Model for Urban Sewers). It enables the best features of both 
the one-dimensional and the two dimensional models to be utilized and avoiding the limitations of each 
other when working separately.  
 
4.2. MODEL SET UP 
The main goal of the model is to predict how the network will cope with different rainfall data, in this 
case study, from return periods of 10 years to return periods of 100 years. The performance of the system 
will then be simulated in Mike Urban under different scenarios to obtain the height of the water in the 
pipelines and other characteristics that can be relevant for an assessment by comparison of the different 
scenarios. 
It is important to ensure that the computed results are according to reality therefore calibration and 
validation of the model are essential phases in the modelling process (DHI, 2014a). 
The status model, the model where all the area characteristics are included, was prepared by Rambøll 
Co. for their own project, and it was already calibrated, which means that there was no need to change 
the details of the elements for the current situation. However, for a future situation of the area and to 
find a solution, the model will need some changes once there might be new green spaces and more 
spaces to infiltrate or reuse the rainwater. 
Nevertheless, it is important to understand the background of the model. 
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4.2.1. MODELLING REQUIREMENTS 
In order to make the model work, there is some essential input data information. The process of the 
hydrological model can be seen in figure 4.1.. This will be the basic process for the modelling of the 
urban drainage network to evaluate the runoff conditions and network performance.  
The background of the model, the special reference and coordinate system are easily performed like in 
ArcGIS. The nodes and the links are used to form the sewage network and then the catchment areas are 
delineated and connected to the network. Figure 4.2. shows the area of Gladsaxe that is the target of the 
study, Buddinge, where the links and nodes are already represented. The precipitation time series are 
allocated to the model. 
Before running the model, boundary conditions still need to be addressed. These boundary conditions 
define the catchment loads, network loads and external water levels. 
After running the model, the results can be presented in a simple way by Mike View that is used to open 
result files from Mike Urban and view them in an easy and simple way by profile plots, animations, 
time series, graphs, horizontal maps or result statistics (DHI, 2009). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. - Hydrological modelling process (DHI,2014a) 
Hydrology takes a key role in drainage models and some important parameters need to be understood 
when doing a model study. These are defined as follows. 
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Figure 4.2. - Buddinge Network 
 
4.2.2. CATCHMENT 
The overall catchment was already defined, a small part of Gladsaxe Municipality, Buddinge. However, 
it is important to divide it in sub catchments that will be connected to the sewerage network. These sub 
catchments are defined by small polygons that will be able to allocate the runoff generated on the 
surfaces of the correspondent area driving it to the network. 
Figure 4.3. shows the overall connections between the catchments and the network. A close up of the 
connections is shown in figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.3. - Buddinge Sub Catchments 
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Figure 4.4. - Sub Catchments close up 
 
4.2.3. RETURN PERIOD 
The return period was defined in chapter 2. Nevertheless, it is important to take in account one of the 
conclusions within the relations between the most important variables of precipitation. The higher the 
return period is, the higher the intensity of the rainfall to consider on the simulation. 
The network in Buddinge is mostly combined which means that it is supposed to have been designed 
for a 10 years event while if it was a separate system it should had been designed for a 5 year event. 
Even though the network was correctly designed, the system is not prepared for intensities such as the 
ones seen in the extreme events reported in the last few years. This means that some changes should be 
made. 
In this work, different return periods will be simulated in the model to see how the system responds. It 
is important to take in mind, once again, that intensities will increase in the future and floods are to be 
expected. 
 
4.2.4. RAINFALL DATA 
The rainfall data might be the most important parameter in the model in order to achieve accurate results.  
Selecting appropriate rainfall data is one of the major challenges in the design of an urban drainage 
network. 
There are several types of rain data that can be applied for runoff calculation models. One of them is 
historical rain series which are measured by devices such as rain gauges. In theory, urban drainage 
should be designed based on historical rain data. However, the existent historical rain data have not 
covered the rain data for a long return period since in Copenhagen the longest record started in 1979. 
Another type of rain is the filtered data in which important characteristics are extracted by analysing the 
rain data obtained. An example of this type are the Intensity – Duration – Frequency (IDF) curves. 
Having several types of rain data, is important to know which one is the most efficient in urban drainage 
modelling. Chicago Design Storm, CDS, rain series, another type of rain data, are continuous rain series 
(KEIFER and CHU, 1957) developed to be used in design calculations and analyses of existing facilities 
and are recommended to be used in computer modelling by the Swedish Water & Wastewater 
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Association (SVENSKT VATTEN, 2011). CDS is a synthetic rain series. It is derived from IDF curves 
and reflect the maximum mean – intensities for specific duration of precipitation and a chosen return 
period. Using this data will reduce significantly the simulation time in Mike Urban. 
In this dissertation, different return periods were simulated and therefore CDS rain data was created for 
each of the return periods by using a spreadsheet file established by IDA - Ingeniørforeningen i Danmark 
(Danish Society of Engineers), an organization and professional association for engineers and science 
graduates. This spreadsheet is able to produce CDS rain data for non-gauged locations in Denmark based 
on the regional precipitation patterns and mean annual rainfall.  
Figure 4.5. shows how the spread sheet is presented to the user. With some input data such as geographic 
coordinates, return period wanted, a security factor, rainfall duration, the mean extreme day rainfall, the 
average annual precipitation, several information was calculated and given through graphics and tables. 
 
Figure 4.5. - Spreadsheet file for CDS rain data generation (IDA) 
 
The safety factor depends in the return period. By the Skrift 27 – Opdaterede Klimafaktorer og 
dimensionsgivende regnintensiterer (Updated Climate Factors and dimensioning given rain intensity), 
the typical safety factor is between 1.1 and 1.8. For the current project, the safety factor for a 100 year 
return period is 1,54 that results in a combination of 40% for climate change effects and 10% for model 
uncertainty. 
 
4.2.4.1. IDF Curve and CDS Rain Data for 100 years return period 
Given all the data needed and for one precipitation event of 12 hours, 720 minutes, the spreadsheet 
calculates the IDF curve (see figure 4.6.) as well as the corresponding CDS rain data (see figure 4.7.). 
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This information is given in different curves and the corresponding tables of the parameters calculated 
in the spreadsheet file. The curves look like as follows. 
 
 
Figure 4.6. - IDF curve for a 100 years return period and safety factor of 1.54 
 
 
Figure 4.7. - CDS rain generated by IDA’s spreadsheet for a 100 years return period and safety factor of 1.54 
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4.2.4.2. IDF Curve and CDS Rain Data for 10 years return period 
For a 10 years return period, the safety factors changes to 1.43 which means that it is given a safety 
parcel of  30% for climate change effects and only 10%, once again, for model uncertainty. 
The result IDF curve and CDS rain data is as follows. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. - IDF curve for a 10 years return period and safety factor of 1.43 
 
 
Figure 4.9. - CDS rain generated by IDA’s spreadsheet for a 10 years return period and safety factor of 1.43 
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4.3. MODEL SIMULATIONS 
Several scenarios were considered to obtain a full understanding of the network performance. A runoff 
simulation was made and afterwards a network simulation for each return period. 
With the runoff simulation, it was able to calculate the amount of the runoff produced the in the 
catchment. 
After having the runoff simulation results, it is possible to start the network simulation where the water 
levels are calculated. 
The following table summarize the different made simulations. 
Table 4.1. - Simulations performed 
 Type of Simulation 
Return 
Period 
Description 
Current 
Situation 
Runoff and Network 
T=10 
Runoff generation within the area and the 
network performance 
T=100 
Future 
Situation 
Runoff and Network 
T=10 
Runoff generation within the area and the 
network performance 
T=100 
 
4.4. FLOOD SIMULATIONS 
There is normally some uncertainty about the results when working with high return periods with Mike 
Urban. 
In some cases, the height of the water given by Mike Urban network performance does not correspond 
to the real water depth expected. Instead, it is given a pressure value. In other words, in Mike Urban, the 
water just go up and it does not expand into the streets flowing to the lowest points. 
In order to have a better understanding of the real conditions, a flood calculation should also be done to 
complement the runoff and network simulation. 
With the information given from the previous simulations, Mike Flood will give the results in flood 
maps, showing where the water lays when the capacity of the pipes are exceeded and the water keeps 
flowing in the surface.  
Figure 4.10. is an example from Mike Flood Manual where the map of floods in the network can be seen 
in blue. 
This simulation will give us the real expected water depth in the terrain having more accurate results. 
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Figure 4.10. – Example of a flood map by Mike Flood (DHI, 2014) 
 
This simulation was not performed due to the lack of time to perform all the necessary simulations. 
This small introduction just showed the importance of complementing the one-dimensional with a two 
dimensions simulation in order to have more accurate results for a real study. 
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5 
CASE STUDY MODELLING RESULTS  
 
By running the hydrological model with the data of precipitation mentioned in the previous chapter, the 
runoff simulation was obtained. Thereafter, the results from the runoff simulation will be used as an 
input for the network simulation. The results obtained in both situations are presented in the following 
subchapters.  
A great importance has been put in the worst critical area, the surroundings of the train station of 
Buddinge therefore the profile plots showed in this chapter will mainly concern this specific point, 
marked in the map (see figure 5.1.) as number 1, already mentioned in chapter 3. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. - Critical Areas 
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5.1. CURRENT SITUATION 
The current drainage network performance has shown problems mainly due to floods as mentioned in 
previous chapters.  
The computer model representing the current situation in Buddinge was provided by Rambøll. It is 
important to notice that in this present situation no changes have been made and the pipes length, 
diameters and imperviousness of the catchments was set according to reality to allow the understanding 
of where the problems stand. 
 
5.1.1. RUNOFF SIMULATION 
The runoff simulation is the first step to extract results. 
In table 5.1., the water generated in the whole catchment of the project as well as the intensity of the 
rain events are displayed. 
Table 5.1. - Total runoff generation for continuous rainfalls with different return periods for the current 
situation 
Rain event T10 T100 
Total Runoff (m3) 488061 871338 
 
These are slightly large values since they correspond to the entire catchment of the project, (see figure 
5.2.) and not only for the Buddinge catchment. 
 
Figure 5.2. - Project Catchment with reference to Buddinge Catchment (Rambøll) 
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The runoff simulation also gives information about the values of the maximum intensity during the rain 
period and the depth of water accumulated in the ground if there was no transport or infiltration of water 
for a specific rain event. These values are indicated in table 5.2. including safety factors. 
Table 5.2. - Maximum Intensity and Accumulated value for continuous rainfalls with different return periods 
Rain Event T10 T100 
Maximum Intensity (µm/s) 27,7 50,2 
Accumulated Value (mm) 68,3 121,5 
 
The maximum intensity values will be the same both for the current and for the future situation of the 
catchment since they only depend on the rainfall characteristics.  
The intensity given by Mike Urban calculations come in micrometers per second which are just 
calculations between height and time and therefore do not have a physical meaning. In order to under to 
have a value of intensity more common, it was made a transformation from µm/s to mm/h from the 
results in table 5.2. (see table 5.3.). 
Table 5.3. - Maximum Intensity in mm/h 
Rain Event T10 T100 
Maximum Intensity 
(mm/h) 
100 181 
 
The accumulated value (see table 5.2.) represents the amount of water that would be in the ground after 
the rain period, without any infiltration whatsoever. For a 10 years return period it should be around 68 
mm of water and for a 100 years 121 mm are expected. 
 
5.1.2. NETWORK SIMULATION 
Having now the results of the runoff simulation, the network simulation will use them as an input so the 
program has now all the information needed to calculate the discharge, depth, link water levels and some 
other characteristics of the network. 
The main problem stands around Buddinge Train Station (see figure 5.1., area 1) therefore the simulation 
results will mainly embrace this small area, with a close up shown in figure 5.3.. 
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Figure 5.3. - Close up of critical area 1 (Google Maps) 
The network system that is currently implemented is already some decades old and it is part of a 
combined system, as well as most of the drainage system in Denmark. It was then designed for a 10 
years return period which means that it should be working without any problems for a rain event with 
the correspondent intensity. 
Simulations were made for 10 and 100 years return period. After the simulation, the following results 
were obtained. 
For a 10 years return period, with the analysis of the longitudinal profile of an alignment in Buddingevej 
Street, next to the train station, it is clear that the system is overloaded. Three of the four manholes 
represented are flooded while the last manhole, node 0102, is 40cm to also be filled with water up to the 
surface. 
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Figure 5.4. – Water Level in Buddingevej for 10 years return period in current situation 
 
This situation was not supposed to happen in a 10 years rain event. There should not be water on the 
surface at any point so it can be concluded that the drainage system might have not been correctly 
designed. One possible reason for this might be the lack of rain data available at the moment of design 
of the drainage system. 
Another longitudinal profile was also selected from the results file, this time for the street perpendicular 
to Buddingevej Street, south from the train station, in Kvikmarken between the nodes 0075 and 0078 to 
check whether there are also flooded nodes on that street. Figure 5.5. shows that, even in this street, all 
the nodes but 076 are flooded. 
This means that the entire area around Buddinge Train Station is contributing to the flooding problems 
in the train station just with a 10 years return period. It can be concluded that for a cloudburst like the 
ones mentioned in the previous chapters, the probability of the train station to be flooded is very high. 
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Figure 5.5. - Water Level in Kvikmarken for 10 years return period for the current situation 
If in a 10 years return period the streets around the train station show problems with floods, it is expected 
that most of the nodes of these streets with a storm of 100 years return period will be also flooded. 
The simulations were made and the following results for the same streets used as an example before 
were gathered. 
 
Figure 5.6. – Water Level in Buddingvej for 100 years return period for the current situation 
 
As was expected, all the nodes in the longitudinal profile along Buddingvej street are flooded (see figure 
5.6.). 
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During the simulation period of 12 hours, in the first hour, the pipes are completely filled and after two 
hours, the manholes are slowly getting filled. After five hours and fifty minutes, the first manhole is 
flooded and after around one hour and a half from there, all the manholes are now flooded. This means 
that in a period of one hour and thirty minutes, the water level rise from the level of 29.13 meters, the 
lowest ground level, to 30.09 meters, the highest ground level in this alignment. This is a difference of 
96 cm, which is an extremely high value. 
The same situation happens in Kivkmarken Street. All the manholes are flooded, as it can be seen in 
figure 5.7.. 
 
Figure 5.7. - Water Level in Kvivkmarken for 100 years return period for the current situation 
 
These values should be expected after the results from the 10 years return period events. 
With the analysis of these results for the current situation of the drainage system it is clear that some 
changes should be made in the network in order to minimize the flooding problems. 
 
5.2. FUTURE SITUATION 
Another model was provided by Rambøll for the future situation in Buddinge having already included 
the proposed changes for the area. 
This model incorporate the cloudburst roads and green roads, contributing this to a sustainable solution, 
in order to approach the situation in around 40 years from now. Some diameters were also changed since 
the system will be probably converted into a separate system. 
With the simulations given by the software Mike Urban it should be easy to understand if the system is 
prepared and will act as it is expected during an extreme event. 
Figure 5.8. shows where the designed green roads, the cloudburst roads, central delay lands and the 
areas for local rainwater drainage stand in the catchment.  
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Figure 5.8. - Masterplan for the project (Rambøll, 2014) 
 
The green arrows correspond to the green roads that will be formed and the blue arrows to the cloudburst 
roads. The small blue areas will be the central delay lands and in the north yellow marked area of the 
catchment there will be space for common properties and private land registers solutions. 
One example of a street that will be modified is Kildebakken street, east part of the catchment, where 
one part will turn into a cloudburst road where the water will be collected and transported to a basin next 
to the street (see figure 5.9.), a large green space, and the other part of the road will turn into a green 
road. 
 
Green Roads 
Cloudburst Roads 
Business Area 
Central Delay Lands 
LIDA’s 
Buddinge Catchment 
 LEGEND 
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Figure 5.9. – Basin next to Kildebakken Street (Photo: Diana Abrunhosa) 
 
This is just an example of how the community will change some of the streets in order to improve the 
quality of living minimizing possible floods. The drainage network will not be overloaded since a big 
amount of runoff is being handled in sustainable ways. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. – Part of Kildebakken Street that will be transformed into a cloudburst road (Photo: Diana 
Abrunhosa) 
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5.2.1. RUNOFF SIMULATION 
The runoff simulation will give us the information needed to the network simulation. 
The total volume of runoff in cubic meters (m3) generated within the different rain events are shown in 
table 5.4.. 
Table 5.4. - Total runoff generation for continuous rainfalls with different return periods for the future 
situation 
Rain event T10 T100 
Total Runoff (m3) 355344 716372 
 
It is important to remember, once again, that this amount of runoff stands for the entire model and not 
only for the Buddinge Catchment, which would obviously be a smaller value. 
Regarding the rain events, depending on the return period, the maximum value of intensity will be the 
same as explained in the subchapter 5.1.1. and the accumulated value of the water will be different 
compared to the current situation expecting now a smaller value. 
Table 5.5. - Maximum Intensity and Accumulated value for continuous rainfalls with different return periods 
Rain Event T10 T100 
Maximum Intensity (µm/s) 27,7 50,2 
Accumulated Value (mm) 57,0 102,6 
 
The rain files used in the simulations are CDS rain files, from the Chicago Design Storm method which 
means that the intensity is not constant during the whole period of the precipitation. 
In the 10 years rain event, the maximum intensity that could happen is around 28 µm/s while in a 100 
years rain event, the intensity rises 45% reaching 50 µm/s.  
During the rain event, the accumulated value is also a good assessment value to understand how much 
water we are dealing with. For a 10 years rain event, for a period of 12 hours, the amount of water that 
would be accumulated on the ground would be around 57 mm while when doing a simulation for a 100 
years return period, this value rises to 102 mm, a much higher value. 
A time series graphic was also taken from Mike Urban results from the link between the nodes 0077 
and 0078, in Kvikmarken Street, to gain sensibility with the results. 
Graphic 5.1. shows the link water level of a pipe in the street below the train station, Kvikmarken, for 
the rain events of 10 and 100 years in blue and red, respectively. The graphic shows a clear peak for 
each event one hour and a half after the rain event starts. The existence of these two peaks, one in each 
simulation, is due to the fact that the water is not totally infiltrated by the soil and it reaches the network 
when there is no more infiltration capacity. The peak in red is higher than the blue because it is dealing 
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with a higher return period, therefore, a higher amount of water. The water level increases from the level 
of 27,14m at the bottom of the node 0078 and it can increase up to 28,349 m in the 10 years rain event 
and reaching 29,534m in the 100 years return period. The pipe has a diameter of 0,35m which means 
that it is full and the water is coming up in the manholes. In the next subchapters, it will be checked if 
there will be floods or not with these water levels. 
 
 
Graphic 5.1. - Time Series for 10 years and 100 years rain events for the future situation 
 
The two separate graphics can be found in the appendix. 
 
5.2.2. NETWORK SIMULATION 
Combined Systems are supposed to be designed to cope with a 10 years return period rainfall in terms 
of water level below the surface which means that there should not exist, at any point, water at the 
surface. 
After the network simulation, some results were produced. 
Figure 5.11. shows the water level in the pipes along a short alignment in Kvikmarken Street, between 
nodes 0073 and 0078. Even though there is no water on the surface, the ratio between the height of the 
water inside the pipe and its diameter is equal to 1 and the water is already going up the manholes. There 
is not, however, a case of flooding in this street for a rain event of a 10 years return period. 
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Figure 5.11. - Water Level in Kvikmarken Street for 10 years rain event for future situation 
 
As the return period increases, the probability of a flood is also getting higher.  
A simulation of a 100 years return period was also made to check how the system responds to it and in 
case of flooding what is the depth of the water on the surface. 
It should be taken in account that, for a return period of 100 years, it is allowed to have a 100mm depth 
of water on the surface but if this value increases there can be several problems due to the excessive 
amount of water in flooding condition. 
The results of the simulation show that for this rain event, the water fills all the pipe space and also some 
of the manholes are full. 
The longitudinal profile in figure 5.12., in the same location as in the previous example of 10 years 
return period, shows that 50% of the nodes of this alignment are flooded meaning the capacity of the 
network does not cope with this specific rain event. This also means that, if the area is hit by an rainfall  
with a higher intensity than this one, the same places will also be flooded and since the remaining 
manholes are not fully filled yet, they might become overloaded. 
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Figure 5.12. - Water Level in Kvikmarken Street for 100 years rain event for the future situation 
 
The detailed reports of both simulations can be found in the appendixes in the end of the dissertation. 
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6 
EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION  
 
The program Mike Urban displays many types of results and in many formats. However, it is important 
to understand them to make a correct assessment. 
This chapter is divided in three different subchapters. The first one concerns some comments about the 
base model and the input data to understand if there is something that should be improved. In the second 
subchapter the network performance will be discussed and different analysis will be made, using 
graphics and figures to help the explanations. The last subchapter will have some comments about the 
two different kinds of solutions for urban drainage. 
 
6.1. MODEL AND INPUT DATA 
The accuracy of the obtained results are completely dependent on the reliability of the input data and 
calibration of the model. 
6.1.1. GENERAL MODEL WORKFLOW 
It is important to take into account that the rainfall data also has a big role when determining the results. 
As the model was provided by Rambøll, it was assumed that the model was correctly calibrated as well 
as the reliability on rainfall data used in the simulations. However, it should also be mentioned that some 
of the characteristics do not exactly fit reality since they were modified to calibrate the model. As an 
example, in the model for future situation, some areas were modified to give different initial losses. 
The sub catchments are also created with a program assistant tool which means that the runoff 
distribution and generation can slightly differ from reality. 
The fact that the terrain model may be slightly displaced from the real levels can lead to water depths 
given by the simulations that can be over or under calculated. This may be a problem when having 
specific limits for some characteristics as the allowable water depth in the ground in a 100 years return 
period. In order to reduce those errors, a flood calculation should be made to complement the results. 
Due to a lack of rainfall data and time available for the completion of this dissertation, it was not possible 
to do more simulations with other return periods than 10 and 100 years.  
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6.1.2. RUNOFF RESULTS COMPARISON 
After the runoff simulations, the accumulated values of water were determined. It should be expected 
that they will have a higher value in the current situation than in the model for the future. 
 
Table 6.1. - Accumulated values of water in mm 
 T10 T100 
Current Situation 68,31 121,45 
Future Situation 56,99 102,31 
 
This condition is verified, as it can be seen in table 6.1.. This reduction is due to changes made in the 
two different models. As in the model for the future, cloudburst roads and green roads are already 
represented, there will be more infiltration in this scenario. The green roads will provide a retention of 
water while the cloudburst roads will collect and transport water from the vulnerable areas decreasing 
the height of it on the surface during a cloudburst. The initial loss will be higher in the scenario for future 
situation which results in lower values in the runoff simulation. 
As the accumulated value of water in the surface decreases, so it happens in the total runoff as shown in 
table 6.2.. This reduction is a good asset for the citizens and services taking in account that in many 
cloudburst events the streets became impassable because of the amount of water on the surface and some 
railways were closed. 
Table 6.2. - Total Runoff in cubic meters 
 T10 T100 
Current Situation 488061 871338 
Future Situation 355344 716372 
 
6.2. NETWORK PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
6.2.1. LINKS PERFORMANCE 
It is important to remind that all the calculations made by Mike Urban are just approximations of the 
real conditions; it is difficult to achieve exact results with a software. Hence, the results here should be 
considered as an approximation of the real network performance. 
In order to analyse how the network responds under different water intensities in different situations, 
mainly in the area around the train station, where stands one of the lowest levels of Buddinge, different 
characteristics of the network were analysed: link water level, depth of water in the ground and node 
flooding. In some occasions, link discharges might be presented in order to understand what is 
happening in the pipes and why. 
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The buildings in the surroundings of the train station are having significant flood problems, and the first 
areas being flooded are their basements. To avoid these problems, water should stay 1.5 meters below 
the surface. With this value, the next longitudinal profiles of alignments in the streets around the train 
station were evaluated, both in the current situation and in the results from the model for the future 
situation. 
Buddingevej Street will be later transformed into a green road which will lead to less water in the surface 
and as a consequence will help to decrease of the amount of water in the drainage network. Thus the 
link water levels are expected to drop. 
The next longitudinal profiles presented concern an alignment in Buddingevej Street, between nodes 
102 and 106 and a short alignment in Kvikmarken Street between nodes 073 and 078. 
As seen in the next two longitudinal profiles below (see figure 6.1. and 6.2.) from Buddingevej and 
Kvikmarken streets, to a storm event of 10 years of return period in the current situation, three of the 
four nodes represented are flooded. This means that the probability of a flood in the building basements 
is high. 
 
Figure 6.1. – Water Level in alignment of Buddingvej Street in the current situation 
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Figure 6.2. – Water Level in alignment in Kvikmarken Street in the current situation 
 
The same longitudinal profiles, from Buddinge Street and for Kvikmarken Street, were run with the 
model for the master plan, to show that there is no water at the surface. There is not even one node 
flooded and the water level is around 1 meter below the surface. It is not the recommended value but it 
is still a good depth in order to avoid flood problems. 
The longitudinal profile in figure 6.3. and 6.4. show the water levels that are expected in the future in 
the two alignments around the train station. 
 
Figure 6.3. - Water Level in alignment in Buddingvej Street in the future situation 
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Figure 6.4. - Water Level in alignment in Kvikmarken Street in the future situation 
 
It is easy to understand that the solution proposed in the masterplan, including sustainable drainage 
solutions such as cloudburst roads and green roads help to minimize the volume of water that needs to 
be drained.  Even though sustainable solutions are only now being studied and applied, they are a big 
asset in flooding solutions because they can handle a larger amount of water. 
Table 6.3. summarize the number of flooded nodes in the simulations of 10 and 100 years return periods 
for an easier understanding of the results. 
Table 6.3. - Number of flooded nodes 
 Street T10 T100 
Current Situation 
Buddingvej 3/4 4/4 
Kvikmarken 3/4 4/4 
Future Situation 
Buddingvej 0/4 0/6 
Kvikmarken 0/4 3/6 
 
Since Buddingvej Street will turn into a green road, it is clear that this transformation will improve the 
conditions of drainage in this street. The number of nodes flooded in both 10 and 100 years return period 
are null.  
The longitudinal profiles for the simulations from 100 years return period can be found in the appendix 
L. 
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From the start, the results from the water level links show a very positive feedback from the sustainable 
methods for urban water drainage. 
Even though the results show a good performance of the network, some other characteristics need to be 
evaluated.  
Figures 6.5. and 6.6. show the link discharge between two nodes in Buddingvej Street.  
 
 
 
figure 6.5. - Link Discharge in between the nodes 103 and 104 in the current situation, 10 years return period 
 
 
Figure 6.6. - Link Discharge in between the nodes 103 and 104 in the future situation, 10 years return period 
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According to the results from the simulations, some links are affected by a combination of backflow and 
surcharge. When the system is overloaded downstream the water level will rise upstream and will cause 
backflow during peak discharges. Even though in the current situation we can see two clear peak 
discharges, after the transformation of Buddingevej Street, the backflows do not happen anymore and 
the discharge will be done in a much smoother way, having only one peak in the graphic. 
In the future situation, some of the pipes diameters will be increased due to the change of the network 
from a combined drainage system to a separate system. With this change the drainage network will be 
able to handle more water. In the example of the figures 6.5. and 6.6., the link between the nodes 103 
and 104 will increase from 0,30m to 1m. If in the current situation, the maximum peak discharge is 
0.050 m3/s, increasing the pipe to 1 meter will enable it to handle a peak discharge of 0.21m3/s, a much 
bigger value, without having any flooded nodes.  
The situation is fixed in this alignment for a 10 years return period rain event. The changes in the 
catchment helped to minimize the water level in the network and there are no flooded nodes as it is 
expected to happen in a drainage system. However, in a 100 years return period there are still backflows. 
Regarding the depth of water at the surface, for a 10 years rain event there should not be water in the 
surface and for a 100 years return period, 100 mm of water are admissible. 
Having this requirements for the amount of water allowable and after analysing the figures of the links 
water levels, for a 10 years return period event, the system is working as expected. Since there are no 
flooded nodes, there is no water at the surface. In a 100 years return period, we have a different situation. 
This time there is water at the surface since there are flooded nodes as seen in the table 6.3., in 
Kvikmarken Street. 
From the three flooded nodes (see figure 6.7.), nodes number 077 and 078 have around 200mm of water 
depth and the third flooded node, 0074, has around 100mm of water. Taking into account that the 
maximum should be 100 mm, two nodes still have problems meeting the requirements. 
 
Figure 6.7. - Water Level in Kvikmarken Street for future situation, 100 years return period 
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As the water depth at the surface is higher than the allowable a flood calculation should also be carried 
out in order to refine and have more reliable results. 
 
6.2.2. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Another way to have a feedback on how the sustainable solution for urban drainage can be a good 
solution for flooding problems is to have a map of the flooded nodes on the catchment before and after 
applying the masterplan. This assessment was performed for a rain event with 10 years return period 
both for the current and future model. 
A statistical analysis of the maximum flood levels was performed for the nodes and another layer was 
addressed to each model in Mike Urban. Afterwards, the results were exported to GIS tool, ArcMap 
10.1, to create a map. The results shown are based in the interval defined in table 6.4..  The values will 
start on the surface level and each color represents an increase of 10cm. This means that the levels of 
water above the ground level will be represented in the map with the symbols on shown on table 6.4.. If 
none of these colors appear in the map it means that there is no floods in the nodes. 
Figure 6.8. shows the map for the current situation and corresponding nodes. It is easy to note that there 
are several nodes with water levels in the interval between 0,3 and 0,4 meters above the ground, red 
nodes. 
Table 6.4. – Intervals of water above the surface 
Symbol Interval (m) 
 0,00 0,10 
 0,10 0,20 
 0,20 0,30 
 0,30 0,40 
 
The nodes in red are consistent with the critical areas. For a return period of 10 years, there should not 
be any trace of water on the surface and in the current situation of the drainage system of Buddinge that 
does not happen. 
To evaluate the efficiency of the masterplan, a map for the future situation was also created with 
ArcMap10.1. For this situation, the results were very satisfactory. The map on figure 6.9., resulting on 
the water levels in the nodes, shows some flooded nodes in the east part of Buddingevej Street, however, 
this area it is not included in the Buddinge Catchment of the case study. With the exception of only one 
node in the roundabout in the south part of Buddinge, the catchment does not show any flooded nodes. 
This means that the sustainable solutions helped the drainage system to be more efficient and to cope 
with the requirements for a rain event with 10 years return period. 
These maps help to have an overview of the whole catchment and to verify which areas of the whole 
catchment are still in need of a study of the current drainage system in order to avoid floods in the streets. 
Even though Buddinge will not have problems in 40 years from now, the east part of the study catchment 
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still need improvements having Buddinge as an example of how sustainable solutions are efficient on 
minimizing the effects of extreme rain events. 
 
Figure 6.8. – Map of flooded nodes in the current situation, 10 years return period 
 
 
Figure 6.9. – Map of flooded nodes in the future situation, 10 years return period 
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6.3. TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS VS SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTIONS 
After analysing the simulation results, it is clear the substantial difference in water levels between the 
two different solutions that went from flooded nodes to an overall good performance of the drainage 
network. 
The traditional solution, the very first way for proper water drainage, is the basic method used for water 
drainage. Even though it is an easy method to design and install, there are always some pros and cons. 
When well designed, there should not be flooding problems. However, it is a basic and very intrusive 
method. Sometimes big pipes are needed which means big excavations and high expense. Also, if a 
problem with a pipe happens and there is the need to open the ground, the network might be overloaded 
upstream and floods will most likely happen. 
Sustainable solutions require a good planning and design in order to work properly. As the traditional 
solutions, they have some disadvantages. They are encouraged when the drainage system exceeds its 
capacity but in some cases they might not be the best solution. As an example, a sustainable solution 
based in infiltration might not be allowed on unstable slopes or soils with poor infiltration since the 
initial problem may be transformed in another one. This means that before choosing a solution, an 
extensive study of the area should be done. Additionally, these solutions require a funding that is 
normally divided into the municipality, the public and the private services which makes it difficult to 
implement some solutions. 
In this specific case, for Buddinge Catchment, the sustainable solutions are a good option instead of 
changing the underground drainage network. The green roads, cloudburst roads, LRD and central delay 
lands worked out and made the suburb handle cloudbursts. 
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7  
FINAL REMARKS 
 
7.1. CONCLUSIONS 
Cities worldwide are facing severe flood problems as a result of climate change causing large damage 
to private and public properties. Between the summers of 2010 to 2011 Copenhagen was left with 
expenses of more than 800 million Euros. After some violent cloudbursts in the last few years, 
Copenhagen is getting ahead and preparing to handle climate change and with future extreme rain 
events. 
The municipality of Copenhagen decided to protect the city against future extreme rain events by 
implementing a cloudburst masterplan, and research about appropriate measures to deal with rainwater 
and decrease the risk of flooding in the urban areas was undertaken. 
Buddinge is one example of the power of water. A few cloudbursts hit this suburb in recent years and 
floods were present in several places, from private building basements to Buddinge Train Station, 
stopping the services, bringing problems to the citizens and resulting in damaged public and private 
property.  
The aim of this study is to deal with a real example. Having in hands the proposed cloudburst masterplan 
for the suburb the goal was to compare the current situation of the drainage system with the one wanted 
for the future investigating the efficiency of the solution that will be applied. 
The first simulations made are a result from the current drainage system, designed several years ago. 
These simulations refer to a traditional method of drainage where most of the runoff is collected by sinks 
and gullies and transported to underground collectors. Only one critical area was studied with the model. 
The results show that the system does not cope with a 10 years rain event even though it should be a 
requirement when designing the system. Streets Buddingvej and Kvikmarken, both were flooded in 
simulations for 100 years return period reaching water depths of one meter and more. The amount of 
water overloaded the system and the water flowed through the streets making them impassable. 
In order to perform a comparison between the current and traditional method of drainage of urban water, 
another simulation with another model was performed. This second model was modified to incorporate 
sustainable solutions to handle urban water such as cloudburst roads, green roads, areas for local 
rainwater drainage and central delay lands such as public green spaces that would work as retention 
basins. The results from the simulations for this situation showed good results only having flooded nodes 
in Kvikmarken for a 100 years return period rain event. There was not, in the studied area, a case of 
flooding in a 10 years return period rain event which met the requirements of design. 
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It must be stressed that the calculations were made by software and as much as it is calibrated, the results 
should be seen as a reasonable approximation of reality. Even though the hydrological model was fed 
with all the levels in all the relevant points, the terrain model can be slightly displaced from reality. In 
other words, the real ground level of the terrain can be somehow above or below the ground level in the 
model. This inconsistency may lead to some different values than the ones that would happen in reality. 
In order to have accurate results, a flood calculation should be performed otherwise, and as a 
consequence, these simulations are just a possibility of what can happen. Finally, to understand how the 
system reacts to different rain intensities and have more sensibility with the results, simulations should 
also be performed with more return periods. 
The main principle of sustainable solutions to urban drainage is to keep the water on the surface and 
control it rather than installing bigger and expensive underground pipe networks. Instead, these solutions 
will drive the water away from the low lying areas conducting them to proper places. 
From the simulations results, it is now possible to say that the main goal of the masterplan was 
accomplished. Buddinge Train Station will not be flooded in the future following its completion. The 
sustainable solutions were a good option for this matter contributing for a greener and bluer city as 
Copenhagen is known. 
As climate change is affecting cities all over the world, Copenhagen is becoming a good example of 
how a change in the drainage system can improve its conditions without having to apply expensive 
measures such as a change of pipe diameters but by creating new public green and blue spaces and 
making the cities more livable and attractive for citizens. 
This dissertation shows that sustainable solutions can be applied anywhere and there is always a solution 
for flood problems. 
 
7.2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present dissertation just showed results for one specific critical area around Buddinge Train Station 
even though the number of critical areas were three in the district. 
As the main goal of the thesis was to compare the results of two different urban water drainage methods, 
a traditional and a new sustainable method, the study was only carried out for one area which means 
that the two other critical areas are left out due to the limited amount of time given for the completion 
of this dissertation. 
Furthermore, since the flood calculation was not performed due to lack of time, future studies can be 
realized in order to have a better understanding of how will future cloudbursts affect the study area. This 
is an important task to verify the real depth of water on the surface. 
In order to support the masterplan solution for Buddinge, the same study done in this dissertation should 
be performed in the remaining critical areas, in the street Klausdalsbrovej and in the roundabout to 
evaluate the efficiency of the sustainable solution in the whole catchment. If the solution is efficient and 
feasible, it can be implemented in similar cases not only in Denmark but worldwide as long it respects 
the local possible requirements. 
Besides the application of sustainable drainage systems to handle stormwater, the new sustainable 
methods such as cloudburst roads, green roads and elements for green roads should also be studied and 
analysed in order to improve their efficiency.  
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New methods of modelling for sustainable drainage solutions should also be studied in order to improve 
the efficiency of software for this specifics types of solution that are becoming an important part of 
urban drainage. 
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APPENDIX A – RAINFALL DATA CHARACTERISTICS FOR 100 YEARS RETURN PERIOD 
 
REGNKURVE KARAKTERISTIKA   
ÅRSMIDDELNEDBØR (MM) 640   
REGION 2   
REGION VEST = 1     
REGION ØST = 2     
GENTAGELSESPERIODE 
(ÅR) 
100   
FREKVENSFAKTOR (FRA 
SKRIFT 28) 
0 Defineret i Skrift 26, benyttes ikke i Skrift 27, Typisk 0 eller 1 
SIKKERHEDSFAKTOR (FRA 
SKRIFT 27) 
1.54 Defineret i Skrift 27, Faktor til beskrivelse af usikkerhed, klima, 
mv. Typisk 1.0 - 1.8 
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LEDNINGSDIMENSIONERING     
CDS KARAKTERISTIKA 
CDS-REGN VARIGHED (MIN)   360 
TIDSSKRIDT (MIN)   10 
ASYMMETRI KOEFFICIENT   0.5 
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Appendix B – RainFall Data Characteristics for 10 years Return Period 
 
REGNKURVE KARAKTERISTIKA   
      
ÅRSMIDDELNEDBØR (MM) 640   
REGION 2   
REGION VEST = 1     
REGION ØST = 2     
GENTAGELSESPERIODE 
(ÅR) 
10   
FREKVENSFAKTOR (FRA 
SKRIFT 28) 
0 Defineret i Skrift 26, benyttes ikke i Skrift 27, Typisk 0 eller 1 
SIKKERHEDSFAKTOR (FRA 
SKRIFT 27) 
1.43 Defineret i Skrift 27, Faktor til beskrivelse af usikkerhed, klima, 
mv. Typisk 1.0 - 1.8 
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LEDNINGSDIMENSIONERING     
CDS KARAKTERISTIKA 
CDS-REGN VARIGHED (MIN)   360 
TIDSSKRIDT (MIN)   10 
ASYMMETRI KOEFFICIENT   0.5 
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APPENDIX C – TIME SERIES GRAPHICS FOR 10 YEARS AND 100 YEARS RAIN EVENTS FOR 
THE FUTURE SITUATION 
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APPENDIX D – CURRENT SITUATION RUNOFF SIMULATION RESULTS 10 YEARS 
 
MOUSE Runoff Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Runoff Model A Status Report 
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\ 
Hydrological data file : CDS10_1_43_PRESENT_RunoffBase.mex 
Sewer network data : CDS10_1_43_PRESENT_RunoffBase.mex 
Result File : CDS10_1_43_PRESENT_RunoffBase.CRF 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 2014-01-01 04:30:00 
Simulation end date : 2014-01-01 11:50:00 
Simulation time step [s] : 60 
 
 
 
Dry Weather Periods 
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Initial loss recovery rate [m/hour] :  0,0000500 
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APPENDIX E – CURRENT SITUATION NETWORK SIMULATION RESULTS 10 YEARS 
 
 
MOUSE HD Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Pipe Flow Simulation --- Status Report ---Dynamic Wave 
 
 
Index of summary 
File Overview  
Time Overview  
Input Summary  
Time Step Parameters  
Continuity Balance  
Boundary Connections  
Nodes - Water level  
Nodes - Volume spilled  
Pumps - Discharge  
Links - Result summary  
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\ - 
Sewer network data (UND) : 
CDS10_1_43_Present_networkBase.m
ex 
19-06-2015 
13:03:40 
Hydrological data (HGF) : 
CDS10_1_43_Present_networkBase.m
ex 
19-06-2015 
13:03:40 
Additional parameters file 
(ADP) : 
- - 
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Dry weather flow data (DWF) 
: 
CDS10_1_43_Present_networkBase.m
ex 
19-06-2015 
13:03:40 
Repetitive profile data (RPF) : - - 
     
Runoff Hydrographs (CRF) : 
CDS10_1_43_PRESENT_RunoffBase
.CRF 
19-06-2015 
13:01:10 
Hotstart file (PRF) : - - 
Result File (PRF) : 
CDS10_1_43_Present_networkBase.P
RF 
19-06-2015 
13:04:06 
Reduced result file (PRF) : - - 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 
2014-01-01 
00:00:00 
  Calculation started : 
2015-06-19 
13:04:05 
Simulation end date : 
2014-01-01 
11:50:00 
  Calculation ended : 
2015-06-19 
13:07:10 
Save time step 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:01:00   
Calculation time 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:03:05 
Maximum time step 
[sec] : 
60   Hotstart start date : - 
Minimum time step 
[sec] : 
10       
 
 
 
Input Summary 
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Number of Manholes: 3642 
Number of Basins: 78 
Number of Outlets: 21 
Number of Storage Nodes: 0 
Number of Circular Pipes: 2991 
Number of Rectangular pipes: 29 
Number of CRS defined pipes: 147 
Number of Pumps: 22 
Number of Controlled Pumps: 0 
Number of Weirs/Orifices: 137 
Number of Controlled Weirs/Gates: 0 
Number of Valves:  0 
Number of Controlled Valves:  0 
 
Nodes 
Min Invert Level 94_422101SVPLT03 -4,62 m 
Max Invert Level UMG3409 49,29 m 
Min Ground Level OV_STR 0,04 m 
Max Ground Level UMG3409 51,52 m 
Min X Coordinate UMM0220 7,1771E05 m 
Max X Coordinate 227908 7,254E05 m 
Min Y Coordinate 258014 6,1768E06 m 
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Max Y Coordinate UMK3300 6,1843E06 m 
Total Manhole Volume   30815,0 m3 
Total Basin Volume   71714,4 m3 
 
Links 
Total Circular Volume   64740,2 m3 
Total CRS Volume   162465978,0 m3 
Total Length   2,0977E05 m 
 
 
 
Time Step parameters loaded from the DHIAPP.INI file 
INI file : 
C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\DHIA
PP.INI 
Relative change criteria for inflow time 
series : 
0,100 
Low flow limit for inflow time series : 0,010 
Maximum relative water level change : 0,100 
Maximum variation in Cross Section 
parameters : 
0,100 
Cross check low depth limit (relative) : 0,040 
Cross check level : 1,000 
Maximum Courant Number : 20,000 
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Simulation Result Summary 
 
 
Continuity Balance 
1 
:  
Start volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
696380,4 
m3 
2 
:  
End volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
859228,5 
m3 
3 
:  
Total inflow volume       
  Specified inflows       
  Runoff : 488013,9 m3     
  DWF : 2129,8 m3     
  Non-specified inflows       
  Outlets (inflow) : 0,9 m3     
    
490144,5 
m3 
-->  
490142,9 
m3 
4 
:  
Total diverted volume       
  Operational, non-specified outflows       
  Outlets : 234792,2 m3     
  Weirs : 16400,5 m3     
  Pumps : 75421,1 m3     
    
326613,7 
m3 
-->  
326613,7 
m3 
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5 
:  
Water generated in empty parts of the 
system : 
    1141,5 m3 
6 
:  
Continuity Balance = (2-1) - (3-4+5) :     -1822,6 m3 
  Continuity Balance max value :   1,5 m3   
  Continuity Balance min value :   -3006,7 m3   
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APPENDIX F – CURRENT SITUATION RUNOFF SIMULATION RESULTS 100 YEARS 
 
MOUSE Runoff Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Runoff Model A Status Report 
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\ 
Hydrological data file : CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Sewer network data : CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Result File : CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_RUNOFFBase.CRF 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 2014-01-01 04:30:00 
Simulation end date : 2014-01-01 11:50:00 
Simulation time step [s] : 60 
 
 
 
Dry Weather Periods 
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Initial loss recovery rate [m/hour] :  0,0000500 
 
Boundary Connections 
Rainfall And Meteo Boundaries 
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APPENDIX G – CURRENT SITUATION NETWORK SIMULATION RESULTS 100 YEARS 
 
 
MOUSE HD Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Pipe Flow Simulation --- Status Report ---Dynamic Wave 
 
 
 
Index of summary 
File Overview  
Time Overview  
Input Summary  
Time Step Parameters  
Continuity Balance  
Boundary Connections  
Nodes - Water level  
Nodes - Volume spilled  
Links - Result summary  
Links - Data  
Links - Water level  
Links - Discharge  
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\ - 
Sewer network data (UND) : 
CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_NETWORK
Base.mex 
19-06-2015 
13:24:04 
Hydrological data (HGF) : 
CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_NETWORK
Base.mex 
19-06-2015 
13:24:04 
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Additional parameters file 
(ADP) : 
- - 
Dry weather flow data 
(DWF) : 
CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_NETWORK
Base.mex 
19-06-2015 
13:24:04 
Repetitive profile data (RPF) 
: 
- - 
     
Runoff Hydrographs (CRF) : 
CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_RUNOFFBas
e.CRF 
19-06-2015 
13:09:28 
Hotstart file (PRF) : - - 
Result File (PRF) : 
CDS100_1_54_PRESENT_NETWORK
Base.PRF 
19-06-2015 
13:24:30 
Reduced result file (PRF) : - - 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 
2014-01-01 
00:00:00 
  Calculation started : 
2015-06-19 
13:24:28 
Simulation end date : 
2014-01-01 
11:50:00 
  Calculation ended : 
2015-06-19 
13:27:53 
Save time step 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:01:00   
Calculation time 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:03:25 
Maximum time step 
[sec] : 
60   Hotstart start date : - 
Minimum time step 
[sec] : 
10       
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Input Summary 
Number of Manholes: 3642 
Number of Basins: 78 
Number of Outlets: 21 
Number of Storage Nodes: 0 
Number of Circular Pipes: 2991 
Number of Rectangular pipes: 29 
Number of CRS defined pipes: 147 
Number of Pumps: 22 
Number of Controlled Pumps: 0 
Number of Weirs/Orifices: 137 
Number of Controlled Weirs/Gates: 0 
Number of Valves:  0 
Number of Controlled Valves:  0 
 
Nodes 
Min Invert Level 94_422101SVPLT03 -4,62 m 
Max Invert Level UMG3409 49,29 m 
Min Ground Level OV_STR 0,04 m 
Max Ground Level UMG3409 51,52 m 
Min X Coordinate UMM0220 7,1771E05 m 
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Max X Coordinate 227908 7,254E05 m 
Min Y Coordinate 258014 6,1768E06 m 
Max Y Coordinate UMK3300 6,1843E06 m 
Total Manhole Volume   30815,0 m3 
Total Basin Volume   71714,4 m3 
 
Links 
Total Circular Volume   64740,2 m3 
Total CRS Volume   162465978,0 m3 
Total Length   2,0977E05 m 
 
 
 
Time Step parameters loaded from the DHIAPP.INI file 
INI file : 
C:\Users\DABR\Desktop\MU\current\DHIA
PP.INI 
Relative change criteria for inflow time 
series : 
0,100 
Low flow limit for inflow time series : 0,010 
Maximum relative water level change : 0,100 
Maximum variation in Cross Section 
parameters : 
0,100 
Cross check low depth limit (relative) : 0,040 
Cross check level : 1,000 
Comparison between a sustainable and a traditional drainage solution with Mike Urban. 
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Maximum Courant Number : 20,000 
 
 
 
Simulation Result Summary 
 
 
Continuity Balance 
1 
:  
Start volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
696380,4 
m3 
2 
:  
End volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
1024082,1 
m3 
3 
:  
Total inflow volume       
  Specified inflows       
  Runoff : 871218,6 m3     
  DWF : 2129,8 m3     
  Non-specified inflows       
  Outlets (inflow) : 0,8 m3     
    
873349,2 
m3 
-->  
873347,6 
m3 
4 
:  
Total diverted volume       
  Operational, non-specified outflows       
  Outlets : 404909,9 m3     
  Weirs : 43702,8 m3     
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  Pumps : 98929,8 m3     
    
547542,5 
m3 
-->  
547542,5 
m3 
5 
:  
Water generated in empty parts of the 
system : 
    925,2 m3 
6 
:  
Continuity Balance = (2-1) - (3-4+5) :     971,3 m3 
  Continuity Balance max value :   971,3 m3   
  Continuity Balance min value :   -2142,1 m3   
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APPENDIX H – FUTURE SITUATION RUNOFF SIMULATION RESULTS 10 YEARS 
 
MOUSE Runoff Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Runoff Model A Status Report 
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge mu\statusmodel\ 
Hydrological data file : CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Sewer network data : CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Result File : CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.CRF 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 2014-01-01 04:30:00 
Simulation end date : 2014-01-01 11:50:00 
Simulation time step [s] : 60 
 
 
 
Dry Weather Periods 
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Initial loss recovery rate [m/hour] :  0,0000500 
 
Boundary Connections 
Rainfall And Meteo Boundaries 
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APPENDIX I – FUTURE SITUATION NETWORK SIMULATION RESULTS 10 YEARS 
 
 
MOUSE HD Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Pipe Flow Simulation --- Status Report ---Dynamic Wave 
 
 
Index of summary 
File Overview  
Time Overview  
Input Summary  
Time Step Parameters  
Continuity Balance  
Boundary Connections  
Nodes - Water level  
Nodes - Volume spilled  
Pumps - Discharge  
Links - Result summary  
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : 
C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge 
mu\statusmodel\ 
- 
Sewer network data (UND) 
: 
CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_NETWORKBas
e.mex 
27-05-2015 
10:37:48 
Hydrological data (HGF) : 
CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_NETWORKBas
e.mex 
27-05-2015 
10:37:48 
Comparison between a sustainable and a traditional drainage solution with Mike Urban. 
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Additional parameters file 
(ADP) : 
- - 
Dry weather flow data 
(DWF) : 
CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_NETWORKBas
e.mex 
27-05-2015 
10:37:48 
Repetitive profile data 
(RPF) : 
- - 
     
Runoff Hydrographs (CRF) 
: 
CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.
CRF 
27-05-2015 
10:19:34 
Hotstart file (PRF) : - - 
Result File (PRF) : 
CDS10_1_43_CURRENT_NETWORKBas
e.PRF 
27-05-2015 
10:38:20 
Reduced result file (PRF) : - - 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 
2014-01-01 
04:30:00 
  Calculation started : 
2015-05-27 
10:38:24 
Simulation end date : 
2014-01-01 
11:50:00 
  Calculation ended : 
2015-05-27 
10:40:34 
Save time step 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:01:00   
Calculation time 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:02:11 
Maximum time step 
[sec] : 
60   Hotstart start date : - 
Minimum time step 
[sec] : 
10       
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Input Summary 
Number of Manholes: 3724 
Number of Basins: 94 
Number of Outlets: 28 
Number of Storage Nodes: 0 
Number of Circular Pipes: 3025 
Number of Rectangular pipes: 29 
Number of CRS defined pipes: 208 
Number of Pumps: 23 
Number of Controlled Pumps: 0 
Number of Weirs/Orifices: 256 
Number of Controlled Weirs/Gates: 0 
Number of Valves:  0 
Number of Controlled Valves:  0 
 
Nodes 
Min Invert Level 94_422101SVPLT03 -4,62 m 
Max Invert Level Fiktiv_groen_omraade_13 50,08 m 
Min Ground Level OV_STR 0,04 m 
Max Ground Level UMG3409 51,52 m 
Min X Coordinate UMM0220 7,1771E05 m 
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Max X Coordinate 227908 7,254E05 m 
Min Y Coordinate 258014 6,1768E06 m 
Max Y Coordinate UMK3300 6,1843E06 m 
Total Manhole Volume   31488,7 m3 
Total Basin Volume   305463,2 m3 
 
Links 
Total Circular Volume   65523,4 m3 
Total CRS Volume   162478881,0 m3 
Total Length   2,1382E05 m 
 
 
 
Time Step parameters loaded from the DHIAPP.INI file 
INI file : 
C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge 
mu\statusmodel\DHIAPP.INI 
Relative change criteria for inflow 
time series : 
0,100 
Low flow limit for inflow time series : 0,010 
Maximum relative water level change 
: 
0,100 
Maximum variation in Cross Section 
parameters : 
0,100 
Cross check low depth limit (relative) 
: 
0,040 
Comparison between a sustainable and a traditional drainage solution with Mike Urban. 
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Cross check level : 1,000 
Maximum Courant Number : 20,000 
 
 
 
Simulation Result Summary 
 
 
Continuity Balance 
1 
:  
Start volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
696583,9 
m3 
2 
:  
End volume in Pipes, Manholes and 
Structures 
    
829160,7 
m3 
3 
:  
Total inflow volume       
  Specified inflows       
  Runoff : 396840,6 m3     
  DWF : 1319,8 m3     
  Non-specified inflows       
  Outlets (inflow) : 0,5 m3     
    
398160,9 
m3 
-->  
398159,4 
m3 
4 
:  
Total diverted volume       
  Specified outflows       
  Runoff (negative discharges) : 41578,7 m3     
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  Volume not possible to extract : -15729,6 m3     
  Operational, non-specified outflows       
  Outlets : 191164,6 m3     
  Weirs : 13062,9 m3     
  Pumps : 55678,6 m3     
    
285755,2 
m3 
-->  
285755,2 
m3 
5 
:  
Water generated in empty parts of the 
system : 
    9054,2 m3 
6 
:  
Continuity Balance = (2-1) - (3-4+5) :     11118,5 m3 
  Continuity Balance max value :   11118,5 m3   
  Continuity Balance min value :   0,0 m3   
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APPENDIX J – FUTURE SITUATION RUNOFF SIMULATION RESULTS 100 YEARS 
 
 
MOUSE Runoff Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release 
Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Runoff Model A Status Report 
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge mu\statusmodel\ 
Hydrological data file : CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Sewer network data : CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.mex 
Result File : CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.CRF 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 2014-01-01 04:30:00 
Simulation end date : 2014-01-01 11:50:00 
Simulation time step [s] : 60 
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Dry Weather Periods 
Initial loss recovery rate [m/hour] :  0,0000500 
 
Boundary Connections 
Rainfall And Meteo Boundaries 
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APPENDIX K – FUTURE SITUATION NETWORK SIMULATION RESULTS 100 YEARS 
MOUSE HD Computation Engine x64 v2014 Release Version (14.0.0.7349) 
 
MOUSE Pipe Flow Simulation --- Status Report ---Dynamic Wave 
 
 
Index of summary 
File Overview  
Time Overview  
Input Summary  
Time Step Parameters  
Continuity Balance  
Boundary Connections  
Nodes - Water level  
Nodes - Volume spilled  
Links - Result summary  
 
 
File Overview 
Working dir : 
C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge 
mu\statusmodel\ 
- 
Sewer network data (UND) : 
CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_NETWORKBase.
mex 
27-05-2015 
13:20:52 
Hydrological data (HGF) : 
CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_NETWORKBase.
mex 
27-05-2015 
13:20:52 
Additional parameters file 
(ADP) : 
- - 
Dry weather flow data (DWF) 
: 
CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_NETWORKBase.
mex 
27-05-2015 
13:20:52 
Repetitive profile data (RPF) : - - 
     
Runoff Hydrographs (CRF) : 
CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_RUNOFFBase.CR
F 
27-05-2015 
13:11:24 
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Hotstart file (PRF) : - - 
Result File (PRF) : 
CDS100_1_54_CURRENT_NETWORKBase.
PRF 
27-05-2015 
13:21:50 
Reduced result file (PRF) : - - 
 
 
 
Time Overview 
Simulation start date : 
2014-01-01 
04:30:00 
  Calculation started : 
2015-05-27 
13:21:49 
Simulation end date : 
2014-01-01 
11:50:00 
  Calculation ended : 
2015-05-27 
13:24:04 
Save time step 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:01:00   
Calculation time 
[hh:mm:ss] : 
0:02:15 
Maximum time step [sec] 
: 
60   Hotstart start date : - 
Minimum time step [sec] 
: 
10       
 
 
 
Input Summary 
Number of Manholes: 3724 
Number of Basins: 94 
Number of Outlets: 28 
Number of Storage Nodes: 0 
Number of Circular Pipes: 3025 
Number of Rectangular pipes: 29 
Comparison between a sustainable and a traditional drainage solution with Mike Urban. 
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Number of CRS defined pipes: 208 
Number of Pumps: 23 
Number of Controlled Pumps: 0 
Number of Weirs/Orifices: 256 
Number of Controlled Weirs/Gates: 0 
Number of Valves:  0 
Number of Controlled Valves:  0 
 
Nodes 
Min Invert Level 94_422101SVPLT03 -4,62 m 
Max Invert Level Fiktiv_groen_omraade_13 50,08 m 
Min Ground Level OV_STR 0,04 m 
Max Ground Level UMG3409 51,52 m 
Min X Coordinate UMM0220 7,1771E05 m 
Max X Coordinate 227908 7,254E05 m 
Min Y Coordinate 258014 6,1768E06 m 
Max Y Coordinate UMK3300 6,1843E06 m 
Total Manhole Volume   31488,7 m3 
Total Basin Volume   305463,2 m3 
 
Links 
Total Circular Volume   65523,4 m3 
Total CRS Volume   162478881,0 m3 
Comparison between a sustainable and a traditional drainage solution with Mike Urban. 
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Total Length   2,1382E05 m 
 
 
 
Time Step parameters loaded from the DHIAPP.INI file 
INI file : 
C:\Users\DABR\Documents\buddinge 
mu\statusmodel\DHIAPP.INI 
Relative change criteria for inflow time 
series : 
0,100 
Low flow limit for inflow time series : 0,010 
Maximum relative water level change : 0,100 
Maximum variation in Cross Section 
parameters : 
0,100 
Cross check low depth limit (relative) : 0,040 
Cross check level : 1,000 
Maximum Courant Number : 20,000 
 
 
 
Simulation Result Summary 
 
 
 
Continuity Balance 
1 :  Start volume in Pipes, Manholes and Structures     696583,9 m3 
2 :  End volume in Pipes, Manholes and Structures     977421,0 m3 
3 :  Total inflow volume       
  Specified inflows       
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  Runoff : 747720,8 m3     
  DWF : 1319,8 m3     
  Non-specified inflows       
  Outlets (inflow) : 1,7 m3     
    749042,2 m3 -->  749040,7 m3 
4 :  Total diverted volume       
  Specified outflows       
  Runoff (negative discharges) : 31420,7 m3     
  Volume not possible to extract : -9158,3 m3     
  Operational, non-specified outflows       
  Outlets : 353880,2 m3     
  Weirs : 36524,8 m3     
  Pumps : 69645,5 m3     
    482312,9 m3 -->  482312,9 m3 
5 :  Water generated in empty parts of the system :     8620,0 m3 
6 :  Continuity Balance = (2-1) - (3-4+5) :     5489,3 m3 
  Continuity Balance max value :   5489,3 m3   
  Continuity Balance min value :   -364,4 m3   
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APPENDIX L – SIMULATION RESULTS FROM 100 YEARS RETURN PERIOD 
 
CURRENT SITUATION, BUDDINGEVEJ STREET 
 
 
 
CURRENT SITUATION, KVIKMARKEN STREET 
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FUTURE SITUATION, BUDDINGEVEJ STREET 
 
 
 
 
FUTURE SITUATION, KVIKMARKEN STREET 
 
 
 
 
 
